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Abstract

In this thesis the field of flexible manufacturing system (FMS) control is explored and a
reference model for the implementation of this control is presented. Literature, coming from
different engineering disciplines, brought up different, sometimes conflicting, wishes. A selection
of these wishes is made and in this thesis is tried to demonstrate that the chosen set of design
goals is attainable.

A distributed scheduling control is presented, which can be programmed in a special purpose
language, and in this way be made suitable for most FMS's. The problems concerning the
scheduler are not avoided; the scheduler is even given a central position in the design. Problems
like multiple resource per operation scheduling and allowing different resource types, are solved
implicitly.

Important is also the role of the transport controller and the dead-lock avoidance. Decided
is to embed the transport control task in the control algorithm presented here.

The finished part of the design is implemented in the object-oriented language C++. The
results presented in the last chapter are priliminairy results, for the implementation is not
completely finished yet, but the results are very promising.
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1 Objective of this report

1.1 Introduction

The automation of manufacturing systems has a long history starting around 1900. Automa
tion is the substitution of human labor by machines. One should distinguish automation from
mechanization, which only substitutes human power/energy. The supplementary function of
automation above mechanization is the control function. This control function developed from
regulators of steam engines in the early days to electronics and computers nowadays. The tech
nical sciences enabled designers to cope with most discrete parts manufacturing systems, but
two issues still engage engineers: handling irregular manufactures and flexible manufacturing.
This thesis will be about flexible manufacturing systems.

An FMS (Flexible Manufacturing System) is meant to be the automated version of a job
shop. The characteristics of an FMS are:

Machine sharing A necessary condition for the manufacturing of several products in the same
system is the possibility of machine sharing. Often this set of products is called a product
family.

Large and/or valuable product family An FMS requires a rather high investment and in
vesting is worthless when costs cannot be recovered. The extent of the product family
and the value of the products determine whether the installation of flexible machines with
software is profitable.

Little demand per product If the demand for a product is so large that it occupies one
or more machines full-time, it is usually cheeper to process this product on a dedicated
(faster) production line.

Varying demand per product Often the flexible manufactures are only accessories for a (not
flexible) line-product. The production of these accessories will be geared to the varying
detailed specifications of the customers.

High product innovation degree When the flexible manufactures are the accessories of a
line-product the manufacturer wishes to renew his end-product by changing only these
accessories; this requires a high product innovation flexibility for the FMS.

As stated above the design of an FMS is divided in two pieces: a mechanical part and a
control part. If the designer restricts himself to configuring existing flexible machines, it will
not be hard to come to a mechanical design. When this design and its financing has been taken
care of, one often thinks to have completed the major part of the project. Many cases show
the contrary: the development of the software consumes often more time and money than the
rest, and frequently, still not all mechanical possibilities are supported by the software. After
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delivery, the maintenance of the software demands a lot of engineering energy, and the reliability
of the whole will largely depend on the reliability of the software, which often turns out to be
disappointing. This thesis is about the construction of a programmable control module (further
mentioned as control unit) that substantially speeds up the design of the control part, which
simplifies the maintenance, and which contains a structural reliability.

What is meant by structural reliability will be explained. Here it is supposed that the non
FMS-specific software is far more reliable than the FMS-specific software, because the former
is already tested in many different environments. The considerable reduction of FMS-specific
software by the introduction of the control unit is the first contribution to structural reliability.
The second contribution is given by the distributed approach. A system is distributed when
the state of the system is kept at several processing units (here control units) and after a crash
of one of these units, the other parts of the system can continue operating without restarting.
As the title of this report already suggests, the distributed paradigm is followed here.

Additionally, it is tried to fit the design in a heavily automated environment. The automation
of a line-production process can often stand on its own, but this is not the case for FMS's. When
FMS's produce parts that must be assembled with a line-product corresponding to customer
demands, they should be embedded in the overall production scheme. Operators can operate
the FMS: plan the production, start the jobs, monitor the processes, adjust the machine settings
and perform the necessary accounting. This approach however, is unnecessary expensive, for all
these functions can be automated too. Moreover, full automated FMS's put the fully automated
factory in a new perspective; FMS's can be linked with the line-manufacturing systems and
integrated with the purchase, stock and sale management systems.

Of all operator functions, the planning of the production is most difficult to automate for
a general FMS; the planning must be performed by a scheduling routine, which should have
knowledge of all possibilities of the FMS. Because the implementation of the scheduler must be
strongly linked with the FMS specific domain description (further called domain model), this
implementation becomes non-trivial. A central place will be given to the scheduling strategy
and domain dependence in the architecture of the control unit.

1.2 The structure of this thesis

The next chapter is a discussion of the demands that are made on a scheduling control unit for
FMS's. These demands differ per discipline. An attempt is made to combine all demands and
wishes, and to create a reference model which should incorporate most wishes of the disciplines
concerned. In an extensive literature discussion this model is justified. This chapter ends with
the formulation of design goals.

Chapter 3 is about the working out of the design of this control unit. First the design goals
are curtailed, to obtain a manageable problem. Then all important classes of the object oriented
implementation are reviewed.

In chapter 4 three examples of the use of CUL are treated for the same FMS. CUL is the
Control Unit Language, which can be read by a control unit. The reference manual of CUL can
be found in appendix F.

Chapter 5 presents results, general ideas about the applicability of the design and topics for
further research.



2 Exploration of FMS scheduling

2.1 Demands on the scheduler

Scheduling a flexible discrete parts manufacturing system, is not a single-discipline problem.
During the literature search (appendix A, page 47) that was carried out initially, it turned out
that several faculties are concerned with scheduling. In this thesis an attempt is made to take
actual developments into account within the different disciplines. Also, the underlying ideas of
the control unit presented in this thesis should remain valid under changes of FMS configuration
and FMS requirements. An attempt is made to bring about this flexibility, but no guarantees
can be given.

Besides flexibility in the sense of reconfigurability, flexibility in the sense of modifiability and
fault-tolerance is considered. Fault-tolerance indicates the ability of the system to continue to
function, despite the occurrence of system failures. A system is said to be modifiable if changes
to existing elements of the system lead to the manufacturing of another product. A system is
reconfigurable if elements may be easily added, removed or replaced in the system, to change
the existing level of functionality [DIL9:1.].

These forms of flexibilities will be taken into account when the demands of the different
disciplines are considered. The concerning disciplines are mechanical engineering, industrial
engineering, electrical engineering, and computing science.

The mechanical engineers provide robots, tools, conveyor belts, pallets, fixtures and the
techniques to use these devices. In general all these devices are expensive, so an efficient use
of manufacturing means is the main goal [ZEE89]. This demands routing flexibility and a
scheduler that regards all scarce manufacturing means like resources. Adaption of the scheduler
to reconfigurations should not stop the production for a long time. This demands a scheduler
with an adaption module with a clear interface to the user, so that the mechanical engineer can
change the domain model of the scheduler fast, easy and correctly, without studying hundreds of
lines of programming code. The domain model of the scheduler is a software model concerning
the manufacturing system and its environment.

The industrial engineer looks at scheduling as an optimization algorithm to enlarge company
profits. Inspired by philosophies as OPT, MRP-I, MRP-II and JIT, he needs a scheduler that
fits in the entire organization. OPT (Optimized Production Technology), developed by Eli
Goldratt, is an approach designed to help a company making money and improve its performance
in terms of net profit, return on investment and cash flow. The objectives are to maximize
throughput, to minimize inventory and to minimize operating expenses. MRP-I (Materials
Requirement Planning) concerns the planning of dependent and independent demand items.
MRP-II (Manufacturing Resource Planning) is about the reduction of inventory holding costs
by procurement of sub-assemblies and components just before they are needed, improvement of
customer service and improvement of operating efficiency. JIT (Just In Time) is a philosophy
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covering all aspects of a manufacturing operation with the aim of producing only as required,
with very high quality and no waste. It uses a collection of techniques and relies heavily on
thoughtful and disciplined shop floor practice. All these philosophies, except MRP-I, ask an
ODD (Operation Due Date) approach [WAK93]. The ODD rule schedules a completion time
for every operation and this operation must be finished before that time, preferable on the dott.
Also (storage) locations should be considered as a kind of resource.

The electrical engineer regards the scheduling of flexible manufacturing systems as a control
problem. The control of a manufacturing system requires a flow of information in two directions:
from system to subsystem and feedback from subsystem to system. The scheduler must incor
porate feedback from the work place. Some feedback asks for a fast response and some feedback
does not. To provide the necessary processing speed a distributed architecture is proposed.
To minimize the interfaces between several control elements, local information must be locally
available. A distributed architecture can also enlarge the reconfigurability and fault-tolerance.

The mathematics and computing science is needed to develop the software. To improve the
reconfigurability an object-oriented approach is used, because object-oriented software is easier
to read/understand and easier to adapt. To ensure reconfigurability (renewing computers) a
widely used programming language should be chosen. The most used object oriented program
ming language in industry is C++ (appendix B, page 51), developed by Bjarne Stroustrup. For
a fast insight in the object-oriented data structures a graphical presentation technique is used,
developed in [R0093] (appendix C, page 53).

2.2 Layered design

Control systems for automated production systems such as FMS's can be very complex. The
divide and conquer approach proved to be successful in many complex tasks, and this brought
about the idea for a hierarchical reference model. All present FMS-designers agree about the
necessity of a standard division in production control units, but they all use a different 'standard'.
The nice thing of standards is the enormous variety of occurrence; if you do not succeed, adapt
one or develop something new.

The part of all these reference models (MPCS1 from CAM-reference2 , NBS3
, AFMCS4 and

adaptions) which is rather similar will be used in this thesis (see figure 2.1). The following
control units take part in this model and their tasks with respect to scheduling will be explained
(see also figure 2.2):

Factory: The task of a factory controller is to try realise product supply targets from commer
cial departments by supplying products to customers. The factory controller is responsible
for stock management and production planning; it goes beyond the scope of this thesis
and only the interface to the shop is of interest here. The factory orders the shop to
manufacture the products which it agreed to deliver to consumers at a certain due date.

Shop: The shop is responsible for processing orders before their specified due dates. The shop
makes a schedule and then it can advise the factory controller about the feasibility of its
planning. This schedule is rather coarse and has a slack time incorporated. The interface
to the workcell is the detailed part of the schedule that should be processed next. With

1 Manufacturing Planning and Control Systems
2Computer Aided Manufacturing reference model, developed by NV Philips and Digital Equipment

Corporation
3 American National Bureau of Standards
• Advanced Factory Management and Control System
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Figure 2.1: The reference model used in this thesis
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a negotiating procedure this part is refined and a schedule without deadlocks will be the
result of this procedure. If certain tasks cannot be performed they will be delayed.

Workcell: The workcell controllers are responsible for coordinating the operations of the work
stations in the cells. The sequence of operations on the workstations is determined by the
workcell controller. The workcell makes a schedule to foresee inefficient workstation usage
and deadlocks. This schedule has an equal length to the detailed schedule of the shop to
participate in the negotiating procedure. The interface to the workstation is the detailed
part of the schedule that should be processed next. Again with a negotiating procedure
this part is refined and a schedule without deadlocks will be the result of this procedure.

Workstation: The workstations are control units that are responsible for performing opera
tions on products. It tries to realize the detailed schedule from the workcell and with a
negotiation procedure the exact times are determined. The part that must be executed
next is detailed again for the creation of a well fitted sequence. Only device errors can cause
a delay in this schedule and a proper response of the workstation is expected, including
informing the workcell about errors and delays.

Device: The devices are the sub-systems of the workstations, that perform the actual operations
needed to physically modify or move the product. In general they must be programmed in
a special purpose programming language and often their interfaces are fixed. The control
of devices goes beyond the scope of this thesis and only the interfaces to the workstations
are here of interest.

Often the transport system is completely neglected in the reference model. Two reasons
are: the completely different task the transport system has to perform compared to working the
product, and the relative short transport times. This results in transport systems in which dead
locks can appear, unless the control uses rigorous measures to ensure a deadlock free utilization.
It is simply impossible to inform a layer about future deadlocks without the transport system
participating in the scheduling proces. Ofcourse it is unacceptable that a deadlock occurs, e.g.
during the night when the system is unmanned.

\Vith present insight about stock reduction and lead time reduction it is unthinkable to plan
operations without being concerned about the stay between (and during) these operations. Most
workcells have a small storage facility and efficient use is wanted. If locations (on a conveyor
belt) are regarded as scarce resources then the scheduling part of the transport system will be
similar to the other schedulers.

The need for a deadlock free system and a storage usage according to present factory control
philosophies places the transport system back in the reference model. All transport will be
performed by transport-devices; the inter workstation (inner workcell) transport system can be
controlled with a transport-workstation controller; inter workcell (inner shop) transport can be
controlled by a transport-workcell and inter shop (inner factory) transport can be controlled by
a transport-shop.

The communication streams in the reference model are strictly hierarchical. In many FMS's
a LAN (Local Area Network) is used to exchange messages. Most LAN's are broadcast networks,
token-rings or token-busses, so that all connected control units (and other units) can freely be
accessed [TAN88]. The use of single-medium networks is convenient for the connecting and
rearrangement of control units. For scheduling purposes it is not advisable to use all the given
freedom. \Vhen a control unit negotiates with a fellow control unit of the same level without
informing the higher control unit, the higher control unit will not be able to estimate the
utilization of both sub units at a certain time.
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Figure 2.2: The inside of a control unit
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The processing of the scheduler is distributed. Control units retrieve their commands directly
from the detailed schedule modules of their superior. The commands are expanded with the
recipe like operation flow graphs into a schedule. This schedule has some latitude and slack that
can be used to make a feasible schedule in the lower control units. It is important to distinguish
latitude from slack. Latitude is unused space in a schedule (white spaces in figure 2.3); in general
a schedule is not completely tight. Slack is extra space in a schedule to intercept disturbances
and fluctuations. Unlike latitude, slack is incorporated in the initial order (in the dark spaces
of figure 2.3). Two sub-units can claim the same latitude, so that the negotiator in the higher
control unit decides who will get what. If one of the sub-units does not succeed in making a
proper schedule in time, the concerning operations will be delayed. Some delayed operations
give no problem, for future operations have also an amount of latitude and slack. The schedule is
made with heuristic procedures. These heuristics use the priorities that are given in the domain
model description: the priority descends in order of appearance.

The complete schedule function has been split up in several parts. First commands are
expanded into operation graphs according to the operation flow graphs of the domain model.
After that the operations of these graphs are scheduled with the needed starting and end time,
without regarding any multiple claiming of resources by several graphs. The operations of all
graphs are listed in order of their starting time. A scheduling routine places these operations in
the schedule until a resource conflict occurs. To solve this resource conflict operations will be
delayed, the order of the conflicting operations will be exchanged in the list, or the scheduler will
request a delay for the order that cannot be scheduled. With every cycle the scheduler goes for
a new attempt. Requests for delay or cancellation are received by the message handler, which
will change the operation list.

The implementation here has a schedule with a time span of 255 time units. The time is
expressed as a relative time: the moment now is O. This zero line is called the time horizon.
All operations in the schedule move every time unit one place towards this horizon, and passing
this horizon implicates execution of the concerning operation.

An important line in the schedule is the detail limit. Operations are only allowed to pass
this line if they do not endanger the correctnes of the schedule beneath this line. The schedule
beneath this line is supposed to be feasible and ready for execution. This part of the schedule
is called the detailed part and the operations in this part are exported to subordinates.

2.3 Relevant literature

In the foregoing a compilation is made of the literature presented in this section. Because the
ideas presented by this literature often do not agree, the compilation was not an unequivocal
process. Different disciplines provided different, sometimes conflicting approaches. In this thesis
is tried to steer a multi-disciplinary middle course. It is important to report which ideas are and
which ideas are not used and what sources they originate from. In the following an abstract of
all relevant literature is given followed by a discussion why these ideas are or are not used.

[ALB81] introduced the hierarchical control model. This model is inspired on AND/OR graphs
of the study of planning. This line of approach is widely followed and offers prospects
particularly for scheduling and dispatching. [ALB8t] states that time is a critical variable:
if planning is needed, it must be done off-line, or in a background mode, because in real
time control systems, searching and backtracking are unacceptable. Nevertheless is tried
in this thesis to expand commands into operations and to place these operations in a
schedule. A time limited schedule cycle with a cancellation option after several attempts
will restrict the processing time and enable on-line planning.
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[ALB81] defines three components in every control unit: the G-module (corresponding to
the message handler here), the M-module (corresponding with the domain model here),
and the H-module (corresponding with the rest of the control unit). The comparison falls a
bit short for the objectives of both models are different: the model of [ALB81] is a control
model that is grafted onto the robot control science and the model presented here is more
grafted onto the scheduling and dispatching techniques.

[BIE89] is a document that discusses a broad reference model for CAM systems. A hierarchical
production control system reference model is proposed, that is adopted in this thesis after
omitting the automation module. This module is left out because it suggests that an
FMS designer has some influence over this module, which is normally not the case. In
this thesis all single machines as robots and conveyors are called devices. The idea of
considering transport only a specific instance of control tasks is supported by [BIE89].
The strict communication hierarchy is subscribed and the interpretation of the control
units is left free.

[DIL91] shows the evolution of control architectures for automated manufacturing systems;
in chronological order: the centralized form, the proper hierarchical form, the modified
hierarchical form, and the heterarchical form. The main distinction between proper and
modified hierarchical forms lies in the degree of autonomy of subordinates. The heterar
chical form has no levels and supervisory decision making is located locally at the point
of information gathering rather than in a central location.

Although the direction in which control architectures develop might be a fully distributed
control, in this thesis a modified hierarchical form is proposed. If an efficient reliable fully
distributed operating system is developed that supports a reliable distributed (object
oriented) general purpose programming language, then it is wise to switch over to the
heterarchical form.

The criteria reconfigurability, modifiability and fault-tolerance are adopted from [DIL91].

[HAM91] The distributed operating system proposed by [HAM91] follows naturally from the
argument of [DIL91]. The DEpendable Distributed Operating System (DEDOS) that is
to be developed by [HAM91] is an important step towards the heterarchical control form
of [DIL9l]. Also the low level control approach is linked to the higher levels: proces
planning and scheduling. [HAM91] presupposes exactly the same reference model as the
one presented in figure 2.1 page 5.

The key-motive of DEDOS is transparency: access transparency, execution transparency,
fault transparency, replication transparency and scaling transparency. DEDOS supports
the object-oriented paradigm and distinguishes hard real-time (for control purposes) from
soft real-time (for system management). As soon as DEDOS has left the research stage
one can try this approach on flexible manufacturing systems.

[ZEE89] brought up the detailed and aggregated schedules, sometimes referred to as the rolling
time horizon approach. Workstations, pallets, fixtures, cutting tools and storage space are
regarded as constraints, and the main objective of the scheduling system is meeting with
the due dates of orders obtained from a higher level scheduling system. The problem of
multiple resource scheduling is solved by scheduling a separate resource in every layer.
The reference model used by [ZEE89] has no less than nine layers of which layer two up
to six correspond to the layers of figure 2.1 page 5. Only the workcell and workstation
controllers are described and the scheduler is concentrated on metal working.
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[BAK289] proposes a fully distributed FMS controller, the heterarchical form according to
the classification of [DIL91]. The scheduling problem is skirted in the following way: A
dispatching procedure determines the operation that must be executed next, depending on
the actual system situation and a schedule that comes on high. The dispatcher details the
scheduler and if it does not succeed it generates a realizable solution. The higher scheduler
is simply asked to make a new schedule in a jiffy so that controllers can continue. (See for
definition of dispatching the glossary: appendix J page 87)

The reason why a fully distributed architecture is not chosen for in this thesis, is the
non-trivial communication protocols between the modules. In appendix A of [BAK289] is
shown that the concept's implementation is performed on a central computer as a single
process. [BAK289]: 'It should be stressed that there are no real advantages of a centralized
implementation (over a distributed implementation) of a distributed architecture.' This
escape from the communication problem and the burden of the (central) scheduler with a
tough problem does not contribute to the credibility of the fully distributed architecture.

[LAS9t] presents a hierarchical distributed scheduler in an object-oriented environment. The
object-oriented paradigm is used to hide the communication between control units. Still
the coordination of mutually dependent decisions is a crucial problem. In certain conflict
situations, control units use peer-to-peer communication to negotiate about a solution.
Operation graphs are constructed; time windows and load densities for operations are
computed; most constrained operations are scheduled first. In this scheduler backtracking
is used, but future research on the scheduler will probably concentrate on non-backtracking
algorithms.

The approach presented by [LAS91] is in many ways similar to the approach presented in
this thesis. The concepts of 'Domain Model' and 'Message Handler' are directly adopted.
Also the peer-to-peer communication through the superior is derived from [LAS91].

[BOS92] pleads for the discerning of a local and a global planning system. The modules
'interactive scheduler' and 'expert system' are comparable with the message handler and
the heuristic domain model of figure 2.2 page 7. It is stated that it is realizable to predict
due dates reliable enough for the commercial departments. A local planning system should
be advantageous for the reduction of throughput times and work in progress without
decreasing machine utilization. Congestion in the order flow can be visualized before it
occurs, and if the expert system does not recognize the congestion an adaption in the
heuristic planning rules will prevent recurrence.

The local planning system of [BOS92] as well as the control unit presented in this thesis
need a scheduler that can schedule with several scarce resources simultaneously. [BOS92]
complains about the lack of attention these schedulers get in literature.

[WAK93] has little relation to flexible manufacturing, but presents a view of the industrial en
gineer on scheduling and production control. The study is based upon production planning
and control problems encountered in practice in a central tool and die shop. The report
emphasizes the importance of reaching due dates. This gave an insight in the implementa
tion problems of the domain model of figure 2.2 page 7. The ideas presented by [WAK93]
are inspired on philosophies as OPT, MRP and JIT. These ideas are influenced by fashion
and therefor it is important not to entwine the domain model data with the control unit
code.

[BOU91] presents job shop scheduling software by discrete-event simulation, with an object
oriented approach. Simulation allows operators to intervene at any time into the building
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of a schedule. This can be advantageous for control units from shop upwards, because
these units do not need to respond very fast.

The scheduling algorithm presented in this thesis can also be applied to the shop, but
in future versions of flexible manufacturing architectures one can wish for giving every
layer a specific scheduler. This version will be kept flexible enough to insert all kinds of
schedulers.

[NOW91] uses object-oriented programming and artificial intelligence for the transformation of
recipes in flexible batch processing. This paper is grafted onto the automated processing
industry, but it is still related to this thesis in the flexible and the batch-wise sense.
[NOW91] distinguishes four batch recipe levels: basic recipe, master recipe, control recipe,
and working recipe. The first is created in the laboratory, the second is an transportable
equipment independent recipe, the control recipe is equipment specific, and the working
recipe is a specific manufacturing instance.

Future developments in the manufacturing of discrete products can close the gap between
design and control (CAD-CAM). Then one can demand that the control system does
not only detail a recipe, but also transforms (step- wise) the description form of the
recipe from a design description to a process description. The equipment choice could be
made automatically and the same design can be manufactured at different branches with
different equipment. In this thesis no recipe transformation is studied, but the design does
not change rigorously when it is needed.

[LOG92] presents an heuristic algorithm for determining the sequence which mmlmlzes the
makespan of a group scheduling problem. The heuristic is based upon the mean total
processing time evaluated for each job and gives a higher priority for a job with a high
mean total processing time. Those jobs are scheduled first. During every cycle more than
one schedule is made and at the end of every cycle the one with minimum makespan is
saved.

[OLU90] proposes a single data base which would store information for proces planning, cell
grouping and scheduling. The object-oriented paradigm is naturally suited to the archi
tecture, programming and maintenance of such a system. There is an information flow
through the following functional areas in manufacturing: Design - Process planning 
Scheduling. These functional areas should stay coupled in the manufacturing system.

Information for designing software, process planning, cell grouping and utilization should
be available at central locations. These subjects go beyond the scope of this thesis, but it
is kept in mind that it must be possible to perform these tasks. In the array of functional
areas the 'process control' should be added: Design - Process planning - Scheduling _
Process control. In this thesis the first two items are regarded as (central) staff functions
and the latter two items as production functions. All production information can be kept
in a log-file, generated by every control unit locally and staff functions can retrieve these
files directly through LAN. Changes in design can be realized by changing the domain
models. This enables staff functions to gather information at any time, to simulate new
designs and new planning without disturbing the production.

[BAR91] reports about the software development for an automated wet bench processing sys
tem. An object-oriented style is used and the control is distributed. Still is chosen for
a classical centralized implementation on a multi-tasking computer with a C-compiler.
Tasks are event-driven (no polling) and no peer-to-peer communication is used. Closed
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loop control is extremely important in controlling wet bench processes where a robot must
move a lot between processing tanks within one second accuracy.

[OLU90] and [BAR91] show that the manufacturing techniques change gradually in in
dustry. An object-oriented approach is now becoming a reality, but distributed systems
are an academic subject. The industry needs robust computers, operating systems and
programming languages, which makes it a bit conservative.

[TOL91] proposes an object-oriented approach to the problem of scheduling with multiple re
sources. Great care is taken to avoid deadlocks and that is why not is chosen for dispatch
ing. [TOL91] distinguishes primary and secondary operations in which e.g. machining is an
primary operation and e.g. tool/fixture transport is a secondary operation, because tools
and fixtures need to be transported before the actual machining can start. Each scheduled
operation is modelled as an reservation object in the Gantt chart, which again can create
a reservation for secondary operations.

2.4 Summary of design goals

In the foregoing an approach was outlined. One should realize that this is not the only possible
approach. In case of design problems it is possible to put off relevant design decisions until one
of the last stages. For this category of design decisions often is said: never put off till tomorrow
what you can do the day after. But it is not always possible to use the tactic of postponing
decisions. One should not expect that by just getting a design method going, concepts as
the CAM-reference model come automatically into being. These design decisions are made
beforehand.

In this chapter an attempt is made to give an idea of the concepts that are introduced in the
literature. With argumentation conceptual choices have been made. These choices still have ad
vocates and opponents. In some design problems it is possible to delay structural design decisions
until one of the last stages. But here the chosen approach is based on present ideas/philosophies
(e.g. object oriented paradigm, distributed scheme, hierarchical structure, scheduler as critical
component, etc.) which are not indisputable. These ideas are not just logical derivatives of the
pTobl€m definition.

Summarizing, the following items have been made points of departure for the object oriented
design procedure of the next chapter.

• The control unit will be implemented in a distributed hierarchical architecture with local
information

• The control unit is identical for every layer and every (set of) resources, except for the
domain model

• Transport problems must be regarded as part of the scheduling problem

• The scheduler must be able to handle multiple resource types, including (storage) locations

• The scheduler must be able to schedule multiple resources per operation

• The scheduler must support routing flexibility

• A simple language for the description of domain model is required, with enough expressive
power to cover most FMS's
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• Processing and communication time should be kept limited. To realize this the following
demands are made:

small interfaces between control units

discrete scheduler with a limited small time unit

- limited time horizon

- optimal schedule is not required, only meeting starting and end times is required

• Automated administration, accounting and counting must be regarded as future extensions

• One must be able to plan the production; orders must be scheduled with a starting and
end time

• The architecture is supposed to be implemented on a network with a single communication
medium in favor of the reconfigurability

• The software should be maintainable:

The scheduler needs a clear domain model adaption interface in which environment
definitions can be easily changed

All control units will be identical (except for the domain model)

Error messages, which give fast insight in the errors made by the domain model
programmer

A log or history file should be kept up to date, to retrieve rare errors

Alterations and extensions to the control unit software are made easier by the object
oriented approach and the graphical documentation method



3 Design of the control unit

3.1 Curtailment of the design problem

The complete design of flexible manufacturing software with the issues formulated in the former
chapter, covers the domain models for shops, workcells and workstations, the user friendly
domain model editor, the functional part of the control unit and the interfaces between control
units and the devices.

First, the design is curtailed by leaving out the discussion of device interfaces. These inter
faces are different for every device, and their discussion does not contribute to the line of this
thesis.

Because the fleshing out of domain models - including all heuristics, statistics and accounting
- falls outside my field of study (it lies in the field of industrial engineers) it will therefor not be
discussed. Only a few examples, to show the possibilities, will be given in the next chapter.

The design of the domain editor is conceptually not interesting and therefor I have chosen
for a parser to fill the domain model with data. It is less user friendly, but it seemed to be the
fastest solution. The design of this parser is elaborated in appendix E on page 59.

What is of interest is the design of the functional part of the control unit. This part acts as
a software frame around the data of the domain model. The domain model is layer and control
unit specific; the functional part of the control unit is not. From now on, when spoken of the
control unit, we only refer to the functional part of the control unit; when it is meant to include
the domain model in the discussion, this will be mentioned explicitly. The design in this chapter
is restricted to this control unit. (see figure 3.1)

Distributed / Software /Flexible without Control
Manufacturing

~
device

~
I

Unit
Software interfaces

Control Unit
without

Message Handler

Figure 3.1: Curtailment of the design problem

A control unit is generally implemented as one process. It is possible to accommodate more
than one control unit on the same computer, but it is not the intention to divide a control unit
over more than one process. All control units communicate with one-another through a network,
including the control units that share the same computer. It is supposed that communication
between control units is more costly than communication within a control unit.

In the natural English language the word 'order' is synonymous with 'command'. In this
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thesis a distinction is made between an instruction that is given by a higher control unit and
the instructions that must be given to lower control units. The first type of instruction will
be called order and the second will be referred to as command. With this terminology one can
describe the function of a control unit as the transformation of orders into commands.

Only the process of making a schedule out of the pool of orders will initially be regarded.
For a while it is supposed that every order can be scheduled, everything that is scheduled can be
done, no failures occur and no negotiation is needed. It is not very realistic, but this temporary
assumption was necessary to come to results within the given time. It is conceptually kept in
mind that the design should be extended with a message handler.

3.2 The tasks of the control unit

The control unit transforms orders from its superior into commands for its subordinates.
During this process the following transformations are made:

• In general the superior unit models capabilities of the control unit in question as a number
of scarce resources. The superior has no knowledge about the exact configuration of the
control unit in question and handles only in accordance with its (abstract) domain model.
The subordinates have each their own scarce resources. In general these resources will
differ from the ones modeled by the superior. This difference in resources results in a
resource transformation in every control unit.

• The superior looks further ahead than the subordinates. The subordinates are involved
with more detailed planning, so that they are not able to generate lengthy schedules. This
difference in time span results in a time horizon transformation in every control unit.

• Superiors are less accurate in the determination of execution times than subordinates. The
difference in accuracy results in a time unit transformation in every control unit.

The control unit (see figure 3.2) is implemented in the class ControlUnit. Later on this class
will be extended with message handling and negotiation, but for now we will have our hands
full with the order scheduling part.

It is important to realize that the communications of the control unit at the bottom are the
mirror images of the communication of the control unit at the top. At least the same type of
information 'frames' should be used. The function export of the Detail module will incite the
network to send all commands that need to be done between now and the time horizon for a
specific control unit.

With every order an operation flow graph (OFG) is associated, in which all operations that
must be performed on behalve of the order mentioned. In the Order module two pointers give
admittance to the beginning and to the end of the OFG. When new orders are received the
scheduler places the operations of the OFG into a coarse schedule. The coarse schedule is a class
called Coarse that inherits its schedule properties from the base class Schedule.

The Detail module contains the set of child specific details. The details have a shorter time
span but an equal time unit as the coarse schedule. Every detail contains in fact the commands
for its corresponding child. A timer makes the endofcycle field of the Details module TRUE
when all commands should be exported to the children. This is done by the export procedure
that calls the export function of every detail.

The session function of the ControlUnit performs the above mentioned tasks with the
following program:
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Figure 3.2: The control unit; diagram 1.1
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void ControlUnit::session()
{

vhile (!nevorders) {};
vhile (1)
{

if (!orders.refresh()) break;
vhile (!nevorders)
{

vhile (!details.endofcycle) coarse.session();
details.export();

}

}

}

The refreshO function of Orders will only be false when the superior gave a 'shut down'
command. If a new order-pool is arrived these orders will be worked out for scheduling in
this refreshO routine, otherwise the program will continue with improving the schedule and
exporting the details.

The next four sections give detailed information about the classes Orders, Coarse, Details
and Model.

3.3 Order handling

The class Orders is made for reading and parsing an order pool. An order pool must always
end with the .-character and contains several orders, each ending with a 'newline'-character.
When the superior control unit wishes to terminate all processing it can send a --character,
then the refreshO routine will return FALSE. The refreshO routine is given on the next page
(see also figure 3.3).

The cursor is a pointer in the orderlist, which points to a certain order. After executing
the line cursor = orderlist the cursor is pointing at the beginning of the list. The statement
cursor = cursor->next; moves the cursor one position ahead in the list.

The cursor of the orderlist skips all orders that already have been started but have not
finished yet. In this way these orders are protected against cancelation. Then a single line is
read which is immediately checked for the 'shut down' character '-'. When the line contains an
order this order will be added to the list or will be refreshed when the list already contained
this order. Orders that were not repeated in this new order pool are cancelled. The approach
of only adding new orders, instead of adding the complete order pool every cycle, saves a lot of
initialization time, because refreshing orders is a lot easier than adding ones.
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char Orders: :refresh()
{

char input[256];
cursor = orderlist;
if (cursor)

while (cursor->next && cursor->next->time1) cursor=cursor->next;
getinput(input);
if (input[O]=='-') return 0;
while(input[O]!='.')
{

}

while (!equalorder(input)) remove();
if (cursor) refreshorder(input);
else append(input);
getinput(input);

}

while (cursor) remove();
return 1;

II remove cancelled orders
II refresh repeated orders
II add new orders

II remove last cancelled orders

Adding an order with the append(char*) routine, implicates a constructor call of the class
Order:

Order::Order(Oper* cursor, OFG** ofglist)
{

next = 0;
parameters = 0;
beginning = 0;
input =new char[length(inp)];

for(char* i=input; *inp; *i++=*inp++); *i=O;
ofgs = ofglist;
gettime10 ;
gettime20 ;
getOFGO;
getparameters 0 ;
filltimeO;
beginning->insert(cursor);

}

After initiating several attributes and copying the input line which contains the order this
line will be parsed. An order contains successively a starting time (time1), an end time (time2),
an OFG-reference and parameters. All these ingredients are read from the input string. The
appropriate attributes are filled and the homonymous OFG (homonymous with the command)
with the correct parameters is copied. Then all Opers (operations of the copied OFG) are
scheduled as if the resources were not scarce. In the end all these Opers are added to the
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Figure 3.4: The coarse schedule; diagram 2.2

Operlist in order of starting time.
The creations of a first schedule with the filltimeO routine is very complicated. In sec

tion 3.7 more details will be given ofthis routine. Destructing an order (after cancellation or after
executing) is also a delicate procedure, for destructed Opers should leave a proper operlist.

3.4 The coarse schedule

The Coarse class has the function to knead all separate schedules of the order pool into a
schedule in which the resource conflicts are solved, for the operations that will soon be executed.
[BAK3 74] proved that when the operations are scheduleable, an operation-list exists, which leads
to a satisfying schedule, when these operations are scheduled in the order of this list. Based on
this theorem the operlist that is provided by the Order module, will be fed to the scheduler.

The scheduler starts with clearing its Gantt-chart. A Gantt-chart shows the occupation of
every Resource as function of (discrete) time (see figure 3.4). The scheduleO routine places
operations of the operlist in the chart, at the right type of resource (Restype) and preferable
at the same Resource as before. If the concerning operation had not been scheduled before
it will be placed at a random Resource of the appropriate Restype, this to occupy all equal
resources equally. Small resource conflicts will be solved immediately when a single operation
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shift or a single resource exchange will do.

void Coarse::session()
{

clearO;
while(cursor->next && !obstacle)
{

if (cursor->time2 && cursor->timel<=255) schedule();
cursor = cursor->next;

}

improvelist 0 ;
if (obstacle) solve();

}

At a certain moment the scheduler will not be able to schedule the order referred to by the
cursor. At that moment the session will be stopped and the operlist will be reordered for the
scheduled operations. The operation which caused the trouble will be referred to as obstacle.
A first attempt to solve this problem will be done by the solve 0 routine which exchanges the
operations in the list referred to as cursor and obstacle. When in the next cycle the obstacle
cannot be scheduled the operation of the order that will be executed last will be postponed.
This could result in a delay of starting and/or end time.

3.5 The details

New orders from the superior unit synchronize a clock implicitly. Immediately after the orders
are received, this clock is reset and the neworders field is made high (see figure 3.3). This clock
has a cycle of a number of clock ticks (clckticks) which is specified in the domain model.
After every cycle the endofcycle-field of the Details class (see figure 3.5) is made TRUE. Also
all starting and end times of the Opers in the operlist are decreased with 1 time unit.

If the session routine of the control unit runs across a TRUE endofcycle-field, it will call
the export routine, which will incite all export routines of every detail. These routines scan
all resources belonging to the concerning child for operations that must be started between this
moment and the detail limit (detaillmt). For every operation found, its starting time, its end
time, its name (declared in the domain model) and a (in the domain model defined) selection of
the parameters, given with its order, will be sent to the child control unit. This string of data is
a command, which will act as an order for the subordinate. Ofcourse, every command is closed
with a 'newline'-character and every command-pool will be followed by a full stop.

The commands will always be given in order, with starting time as primary key and a
resource as secondary key. The order of resources as given in the domain model will favor the
first declared resources, so that the domain model designer can assign priorities to resources.

When a child has more then one resource of the same resource type the export routine inserts
an extra parameter with every operation. This parameter is the number of the resource of the
same type at which the operation is scheduled. This parameter is immediately placed behind
the name of the operation; therefor it will be the first parameter. This construction is made
to inform the subordinate about the resource assignment, in this way no scheduling efforts are
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wasted for the subordinate.
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Figure 3.5: The detailed parts; diagram 2.3

3.6 The domain model data structure

The domain model holds the entries in the network of the domain specifying objects. Two
fields do not belong to this network: detaillmt (detail limit) and clckticks (clock ticks). The
detail limit informs the details about the size of their detail interval. This interval will always
be [0 ... 1] with 1 E {I, 3, 7,15,31,63, 127}. The number clckticks is the number of clock ticks
of the real-time clock a time unit of the control unit will take. Also this parameter is restricted
to a specific set (with u the duration of the time unit in hOUIS: u E {2X I -12 ~ x ~ 4}. By
enforcing all ratios of time units and detail limits to be a power of two, the transformation of
time units between control units causes no rounding errors.

All objects in the domain specifying network carry a name. This name is given by the
domain model programmer and used by the parser to connect all objects. The names of the
OFGs, the Parameters and the Opertypes are used for the string based communication between
the control units. The reason why the other names are not destructed after parsing the domain
model is for their use in error messages. With these names the expression power of the error
messages will be increased to a level in which the domain model programmer does not need to
know about the implementation of the control unit.

The classes that enable the programmer to model the domain are listed below:

Resource Every object of this class represents a resource which can be free or occupied at a
certain point in time. A resource can belong to a child but always has a type (Restype).
Resources that do not belong to a child are abstract resources. Abstract resources are
used to improve the model; they are not able to receive commands.

Restype (Resource type) This class gives a name to the object which connects all resources that
are fully exchangeable from the point of view of the scheduler.
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Figure 3.6: The domain model; diagram 2.4
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Child Objects of this class represent the subordinate control units. These objects carry the
network address and the name of their subordinate. Moreover, the list of resources by
which the child is modeled is included. In the future the name can be used to check the
network address against the name of the subordinate control unit.

Parameter A parameter is a string of characters which is used to specify orders and commands.
Parameters can be divided into two groups: the OFG specifying parameters and the
pass on parameters. In the order (and in the command), all OFG specifying parameters
immediately follow the name of the order and are given before all pass on parameters.
The OFG specifying parameters determine the choice of OFG that will be connected to
the order in the Order class, for some OFGs have equal names, but different parameters.
The pass on parameters are not known by the concerning control unit (they do not occupy
the Parameter string); they are filed with the order and can be selected by an Oper for
passing on to a subordinate control unit.

Paratype (Parameter type) The parameters that specify an equal aspect of an order have the
same parameter type. When e.g. a spray-paint robot can color a manufacture red, yellow
or blue, one can define the parameters red, yellow and blue with the parameter type
color. Pass on parameters do need a parameter type, but do not need parameters, for
these are not used in the concerning control unit and are only passed on to subordinates.

OFG (Operation Flow Graph) The operation flow graph is a graph which connects operations.
The connections between operations can be divided in three groups:

• The sequence relation; this relation determines an immediate start of the second
operation after finishing the execution of the first.

• The parallel relation; this relation forces both operations to start or to end at the
same time.

• The alternative relation; this indicates the second operation as an starting point
for an alternative fulfillment of the first operation including the latter's parallel and
succeeding operations.

A node in an OFG can be an operation but it can also be a SubOFG. SubOFGs can be
used by several OFGs; this reduces the size of the domain model code and enlarges the
insight of the reader of this code. In the next section the structure of the OFG will be
exposed.

Opertype (Operation type) The operation types are all types of operations which can be sched
uled at a certain restype, with a certain duration, and which can pass on parameters
of certain paratypes. In section 3.8 more details will be presented about Opertypes,
Operations and Opers.

The module that creates all objects mentioned above is the Parser. After calling the parse
routine of this module, all data will be read from a controlu .mod-file. This file contains the
specification of the domain model, written in the language CUL (Control Unit Language). The
structure of this language is very similar to the structure of the class Model. In appendix F a
reference manual of this language is included. In the next chapter the description of domain
models with CUL will be treated.

During parsing, the syntax and the semantics are tested implicitly. When errors are found,
an error message appears on the screen mentioning two positions in the file in which the error
will be in the middle of. These error messages will also be placed in the log file (controlu .log).
For detailed implementation documentation of the parser see appendix E at page 59.
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3.7 The operation flow graphs of the domain model

The operation flow graphs (OFG's) enable the scheduler to substitute an order, which is
short and simple by nature, by a set of operations. This set of operations must be performed
sequentially or in parallel. With a simple command the superior control unit refers to the
(sequential and parallel) execution of all operations of the concerning set. Sometimes a (part of
a) command can be performed in several ways; some sub-sets of operations have alternatives.
In figure 3.7 an example of an OFG is given. The three different types of relations (sequential,
parallel and alternative) that connect the operations in the graph are expressed as lines in the
three different dimensions in the Euclidean space.

Studying the graph of figure 3.7 one discovers that the sequence relation is a connection very
different from the parallel and alternative relation. The sequence relation connects an end time
to a starting time and the other relations connect similar times. The fact that the alternative
and parallel relation are in this way alike causes a priority problem: is the parallel operation
of a node with an alternative also the parallel of that alternative, or is that alternative also
an alternative for the parallel operation? A simple agreement about this priority problem can
remove all ambiguity. Here is chosen to give the parallel the highest priority, Le. the parallel
relation has a higher adhesive strength. The alternative operation is, with all its own parallel
operations, the alternative of the operation in front, with every to its right connected parallel
operation.

One can distinguish two types of OFGs: the sub-OFGs and the (normal) OFGs. The normal
OFG is the one that is related to an order by name and parameters. The nodes in this graph
can be an operation or a sub-OFG. When the graph is copied in the Order module, for later
scheduling purposes, the subOFGs are immediately expanded and fit in the mother-graph. Now
a new problem arises: how to expand a subOFG representing a node with a parallel node when
the first node of the subOFG has an alternative? The priority rule just agreed on changes the
meaning of the mother graph after expanding. To prevent this confusion the starting and the
end operation of the subOFG are not allowed to have alternatives.

Also a protection against recursive definitions and never ending cyclic definitions is built-in:
subOFGs are not allowed to have nodes that refer to other subOFGs, and in the declaration of
a node of an OFG, nodes are not allowed to refer to already declared nodes. Still it is possible
to create impossible OFGs, in which e.g. the end of an alternative sequence enters the graph in
a parallel branch. These on M.e. Escher! inspired constructions will not be noticed yet, but
these errors can almost only be made on purpose.

3.8 The operation

It is important to know the difference between an Opertype, an Operation and Oper, and the
reason why all these classes are not implemented in a single class (see figure 3.9).

The Opertype contains all information that operations need for scheduling and export pur
poses. The list paratypes is a selection of the pass on parameters that were passed with the
initial order. The duration is an integer that indicates the length of operation. When this figure
is zero, the length of the operation is fully elastic. The Restype refers to the set of resources
that can execute this operation. The Opertype is created in the parsing process of the domain
model.

The Operation is the OFG specific version of the Opertype. It refers to the Opertype, in

1 Escher, Maurits Comelis (1898-1972) was a Dutch graphic artist, famous for its woodcuts, in which he
sometimes wilful made perspective errors, to intrigue the eye of the spectator
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Figure 3.8: The operation flow graph; diagram 3.5

order to use its data. Because several Operations can use the same Opertype, it is not efficient
to merge these classes. The Operation is always part of an OFG or a subOFG and that is why
it inherits from Node3d. Also the Operation is created during parsing.

The Oper is the order specific version of the Operation. When an order is expanded, the
OFG with the correct name and parameters and its subOFGs are transformed into a large OFG
made up of Oper nodes. This new OFG is the input data for the scheduler, and this scheduler
fills the resource, time1 (= starting time) and time2 (= end time) fields. Ofcourse , the Oper
is connected to the Operation. For passing on parameters that came along with the order, the
Oper must be aware of the Order it belongs to.

The Node3d class keeps track of its neighbors. The figures 1 and 2 following the direction
indications refer to starting time (time1) and end time (time2) (see also figure 3.7 at page 27).

The elastic operations are necessary to distend an OFG between the planned starting and
end times of the order. Also parallel operations must start and end at certain times, so that
at least all parallel branches minus one should contain an elastic operation. The extra time
incorporated in the order will be divided in the following way. All traversals of the OFG that
contain only elastic operations are traced down. The elastic cross-section that is closest to the
end gets half the extra time. The next elastic section will have half of the leftover, etc. The
last cross-section gets the rest. In this way a slight preference for 'as soon as possible' will be
the result, but every cross-section still introduces a play. This algorithm is implemented in the
Order class, and is based on time interval reduction. The time interval in which the operation
must be performed is reduced by looking at the neighbor nodes. Doing this the operations get
stuck. If a set of operations does not get stuck the algorithm fixes one of them, and the interval
reduction algorithm continues. When an interval is smaller than the duration of the concerning
operation, a non-fatal error message will be generated and the order will be cancelled.
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Oper

Figure 3.9: Operations; diagram 4.1-4.3



4 Working with CUL in domain
model design

CUL is the abbreviation for Control Unit Language, and this language can provide the data
for the class Model. In this chapter the expressiveness of CUL is illustrated with a real-life
case: the FALC. The FALC is a flexible assembly and welding cell stationed at the Eindhoven
University of Technology. In appendix G on page 71 the history and configuration of the FALC
is given. It is possible to use CUL without knowing about the implementation of the control
unit. Compared to general purpose languages the length of the code will be many times shorter.
In appendix F on page 65 a reference manual of the control unit language is included. The full
listings of the programs discussed here can be found in appendix H page 75. These programs
are made for the cell/line controller. The welding and transport controllers are suposed to be
device interfaces which will not be treated here.

4.1 The FALC as stand alone cell

Most FMS systems are admitted into a complete production system. In such a system the
strength of CUL stands out best. But the resources at the university were limited (a complete
factory was not available), so that the 'real-life' case had to be a single assembly and welding
cell. With some imagination a complete factory can be thought around it, but then it would
not be 'real' anymore, so the FALC is thought of as a stand alone cell. Nevertheless the low
complexity of the configuration makes it useful to demonstrate the functionality of the control
unit.

In figure 4.1 the configuration of the FALC is shown, as it will be modeled in this chapter. It
contains three workstations of which station 1 (WI) is an unload/unfix station, station 2 (W2)
is a load/fix station, and station 3 (W3) is a welding station. One buffer location is available:
B1. Six tracks can move pallets through the system; track 1. .. track 6. Track 2, 3 and 4 are
bi-directional, and track 1, 5 and 6 are uni-directional. Points where three tracks come together
are called 'forks'.

Pallets wait at/before the load station (W2) where steel parts can be fixed on the fixture of
the pallet. This pallet moves towards the welding station (W3), where these parts are welded.
Then the pallet will move to the unload station (WI), where the manufacture is removed from
the pallet. The pallet will leave WI and move towards W2.

The only command that will be demonstrated in this chapter is the command welding
followed by two parameters. This command is supposed to be given by the operator at the
cell/line controller. The first parameter 'type' determines the type of product that should
be welded; two types are possible, namely: 10 and 15. The second parameter 'demo...real'
determines whether the demonstration version should run (without welding and fixing) or a real
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track B1 fork2

velding

unfix

fork!

track5

Figure 4.1: Model of the FALC

version. The first parameter is an OFG-specific parameter and the second a pass-on parameter.
In fact four combinations of these commands are possible. These parameters are declared in the
following way:

Parameters
'lodemo_real;
'lotype -> 10. 15;

<> -> $welding_station;
<> -> $fix_station;
<> -> $unfix_station;
<> -> $palletl;

The headers of the operation flow graphs will look like:

OFGs
'welding('lotype = 10; 'lodemo_real)
{ ... }

'welding('lotype = 15; 'lodemo_real)
{ ... }

Hence, the OFG-specific parameters are placed before the pass-on parameters. The time
unit is set on 2~48 hour, which is about 1~ second. The resulting scope is 7~ minute (255 X 1~).

This is done with the following program head:

ControlUnit
@FALC[4. 5]; II detail scope = 16/256. unit = 112048 hour

The detail limit is set on ~ minute before the rolling time horizon. The FALC control unit
is supposed to have four children/subordinates: Wl, W2, W3 and transport.

Children
@W3
@W2
@Wl
@transport

welding_station, fix_station, unfix_station and palletl are the resources which are
associated with these children. If more than one pallet is allowed in the system, one can declare:

@transport <> -> $palletl. $pallet2. $pallet3;
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Suppose a transport controller is available which interfaces with control units, and no transport
actions need to be scheduled by the CUL-program. Suppose also that only one pallet is available,
then a very simple velding 10 OFG could be written:

'velding(%type = 10; %demo_real)
{

}

!fix10:
!vait_W2:
!W2_W3:
!velding10:
!vait_W3:
!W3_W1 :
!vait_W1:
!unfix10:
!WLW2:

*fix
*vait2
*W2_W3
*veld
*vait3
*W3_W1
*vait1
*unfix
*return_p

> *vait2;
> *W2_W3;
> *veld;
> *vait3;
> *W3_W1;
> *vait1;
> *unfix;
> *return_p;

The parts are fixed (*fix), the pallet is moved to W3 (*W2_W3), the parts are welded (*veld),
then the pallet is moved to WI (*W3_W1), where the manufacture is unfixed (*unfix). At the
end the pallet is returned to W2 (*return_p). The >-sign means: ' ... is followed by... '. The
wait operations allow the control unit to stretch this OFG.

By just declaring extra pallets the system can be extended for more pallets, but in this case
the transport control should be intelligent enough to plan these pallet movements, and to inform
his parent/superior about shunt delays or impossible combinations of commands. This transport
control acts very similar to the control unit concept and therefor could be implemented as a
control unit, but also a special transport controller (with the same interface) could be used.
This special transport controller will always perform better, for this control can focus on the
typical transport problems; but is transport realy such a bottle-neck?

4.3 Including transport in the controller

In the FALC, and probably in most other FMS's, the transport control task is not very hard.
One should keep in mind that the operating of the manufacture (fixing, welding and unfixing)
consumes considerable more time than transporting the manufacture. The occupation degree
of the FALC is limited by these workstations and in practice the occupation degree of the
transportation system will give no problems. That is why one can plead to incorporate the
transport task in the cell/line controller. In this section it is demonstrated how this could be
done departing from the former program.

In the former program only the resources velding_station, fix_station, unfix_station
and pallet1 had to be declared. For the incorporation of the transport task all resources of the
transport facility (see figure 4.1) should be added:

#buffer
#track1
#track2
#track3
#track4

-> $buffer;
-> $track1;
-> $track2;
-> $track3;
-> $track4;
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#track5
#track6
#fork1
#fork2
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-> $track5;
-> $track6;
-> $fork1;
-> $fork2;

The Children and Parameters declarations stay unaltered. The OperationTypes are ex
tended with the operation types which occupy the new and old resources:

#welding:
#fix:
#unfix:
#buffer:
#pallet:
#track1 :
#track2:
#track3:
#track4:
#track5:
#track6:
#fork1 :
#fork2:

!wait_W30;
!wait_W20;
!wait_W10;
!wait_B1 0 ;
!PalletO;
!track1(2) ;
!track2(2);
!track3(5);
!track4(2);
!track5(8);
!track6 (17) ;
!fork1(4) ;
!fork2(4);

The times between the parenthesis indicate the (guessed) transport times. In the former
example the pallet resource carried the transport commands. Now the pallet is a resource that
can only be occupied and be free.

Also waiting at a station or at the buffer is an operation, for during waiting a resource is
kept occupied. A simple implementation of the OFG of welding 10 is:

'welding('lotype = 10; 'lodemo_real)
{

}

"fix10:
"W2_W3:
"welding10:
"W3_W1:
"unfix10:
"W1_W2:

*fix
*W2_W3
*weld
*W3_W1
*unfix
*return_p

> *W2_W3;
> *weld;
> *W3_W1;
> *unfix;
> *return_p;

In this OFG the nodes are sub-OFG's instead of operations, which simplifies the graph. In
the following, two sub-OFG's will be reviewed to demonstrate the idea.

The fix sub-OFG should perform the fix10 operation. Because the next track could be
occupied (or because of some other reason) the pallet should be enabled to wait a certain (elastic)
time. During all these actions a pallet is occupied, which is indicated as a parallel operation
(see figure 4.2). The following lines show the notation in CUL:

"fix10
{

!fix10:
!wait_W2:
!Pallet:

}

*fix
*wait
*Pallet;

& *Pallet > *wait;
I *Pallet;
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!fix10
!Pallet

!wait_W2

Figure 4.2: "fix10

!track1

!fork1

!track2
!Pallet

!fork2

!track3

!wait_W3

Figure 4.3: "W2_W3
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The W2_W3 sub_OFG (see figure 4.3) transports a pallet over track1, fork1, track2, fork2
and track3. Here also a waiting option is built in: wait_W3. The code for this sub-OFG is:

!track1 :
!fork1:
!track2:
!fork2:
!track3:
!wait_W3:
!Pallet:

}

*track1
*fork1
*track2
*fork2
*track3
*wait
*Pallet;

& *Pallet > *fork1;
> *track2;
> *fork2;
> *track3;
> *wait;
I *Pallet;

In the second program of appendix H all other sub-OFG's are included.
The graphs presented until now do not allow alternative routes. With the sub-OFG's that

use the buffer ("W2-B 1, "B LW3, "W3-lH and "B LW1) alternative routes can be declared. This will
be demonstrated with the welding 15 OFG (see figure 4.4). Instead of moving directly from
W2 to W3 the pallet could be stationed at the buffer (Bl) for a while and then move to W3.
The same is possible for moving a pallet from W3 to WI. Here follows the notation for such a
graph:

'welding(%type = 15; %demo_real)
{

"fix15:
"W2_W3:
"W2_B1:
"BLW3:
"welding15:
"W3_W1:
"W3_B1:
"B1_W1:
"unfix15:

*fix > *W2_W3;
*W2_W3 + *W2_B1 - *B1_W3 > *weld;
*W2_B1 > *B1_W3;
*BLW3;
*weld > *W3_W1 ;
*W3_W1 + *W3_B1 - *B1_W1 > *unfix;
*W3_B1 > *B1_W1;
*B1_W1;
*unfix > *return_p;
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}

Figure 4.4: 'velding 15

*return_p

After drawing a figure like 4.4, it is easy to write down these lines. The +-sign indicates the
beginning of an alternative and the --sign indicates the end of an alternative.

4.4 Extending and improving the model

Up to now the FALC program has a good model, but it also has a few shortcomings:

• Only one pallet can move through the system

• The communication with the transport control is unsatisfactory

To allow more pallets in the FALC just some extra pallets need to be declared:

#pallet -> $pallet1, $pallet2, $pallet3;

These pallets should also be associated with the transporting system:

<Qtransport <> -> $pallet1, $pallet2, $pallet3;

Now three pallets can move through the system but it is not allowed to wait in a queue with
more than one pallet; track6 can only carry one pallet! To improve this situation three queue
locations can be declared for track6.

#track6 -> $track6_1, $track6_2, $track6_3;

To improve the communication with the transport controller, the operations with the resource
type pallet should be improved. These operations should contain the information of starting
and end point of every pallet movement. The meaningless Pallet 0 operation type will be used
for non moving pallets.
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#pallet: !PalletO, !P_W2_W30, !P_W2_Bl0, !P_Bl_W30,
!P_W3_Wl0, !P_W3_Bl0, !P_Bl_Wl0, !P_Wl_W20;

With this example I hope to have shown something about the expressiveness of CUL. You
will have noticed that this special purpose language is very specifically made for FMS control.
But above all I hope to have demonstrated the easy pliability of CUL in FMS-control design.



5 Conclusions

5.1 Results

The results of the study of this thesis lie in the exploration of the control and planning of
flexible manufacturing systems embedded in a complete production process. This field is not

unexplored, but the here presented combination of wishes - coming from different engineering
disciplines - is new. This combination has resulted in the control unit reference model which
is partly implemented in C++. Because the control unit is only partly implemented, it is
premature to come to final conclusions, but a few priliminairy conclusions can be made:

• The structural design goal to construct a distributed architecture in a hierarchical com
munication protocol on a heterarchical network is met.

• Keeping the functional part of the control unit (the control unit without the domain
specification) identical for every layer and every (set of) resources is attainable.

• The embedding of the transport control in the concept succeeded.

• The handling of (parallel) multiple resources per operation with different resource types has
been successful. In the literature search, no publications of multiple resource scheduling
was found, and also other authors mentioned the lack of knowledge about this type of
scheduling.

• The concept of scheduling with a determined starting and end time seems to work.

The aspects of the control unit concept that still have to prove themselves are:

CUL The control unit language demonstrated to be pliable for the description of the domain
model, but a few questions remain which are still not answered. Is this language really
simple enough, for usage by others than engineers? How easy can one understand such a
program (after some training)? What is the order of magnitude of the part of all FMS's
that can and can not be modelled in CUL?

Object-oriented approach The object-oriented approach is favorite in present day FMS de
sign, but the real advantages and disadvantages will show themselves after a few years of
experience with maintaining and extending the software. Conclusions about the adapt
ability of the software presented here are left for my successors. Nevertheless can be
concluded that the translation of the control unit concept into the object-oriented design
came natural.

Processing time All is done to keep the processing times limited, supposedly that after fin
ishing the complete implementation the control unit will succeed in doing so. A necessary
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condition is the proper use of delay requests; when all commands result in a delay request
the scheduler is busy with a veiled form of back-tracking.

Resource interfacing The communication protocol between control units and devices is based
on commands. If the device is unable to work on this basis, it will be unsuitable for applying
in the FMS. It is supposed that very few devices show these problems.

The parts of the control unit that are not ready yet, are the usage of alternatives by the
scheduling routine and the feedback of control units. The usage of alternatives will not require
much efforts, but the feedback handling is not even designed yet.

5.2 Applying the control unit in the FALC

In the former chapter a few examples are given for applying the control unit in the FALC.
I noticed in several discussions that the criteria on which these FALC programs are judged
differ per discipline. In my opinion only three criteria count, which are: the occupation
degree, meeting due dates and reliability. Technical criteria like: the distance between two
succeeding pallets, the amount of pallets a track can carry, the number of alternative routes
a pallet can make, etc., are of minor importance. Separate devices can often perform better
on these criteria, but the higher control software keeps them from doing so. Technicians who
lobbied a long time for a particular device want to use all its features, but in the point of view of
the industrial engineer this work is only significant when the concerning device is a bottle neck.

The FALC is a research object and therefor no economical goals are formulated, only technical
goals. Even the context in which the FALC operates is not fully clear; in the former chapter
I supposed that the FALC was a stand alone production unit. I am convinced that the last
program of that chapter is able to reach a high occupation degree. In the history of FALC
the approach presented here, is the first which concerns about meeting due dates. And this
approach, compared to [KUN93] and [WAN93], guarantees the prevention of dead-locks.

5.3 Adaptability and reusability of the control unit

In the design of the control unit a lot of engineering effort was made to obtain an adaptable
module. In chapter 4 the adaptability of the domain model was demonstrated. Writing all three
programs of appendix H took me three hours. Compared with the years of software design for
the FALC by several students a considerable gain is made. Ofcourse this comparison falls a
bit short, for the possibilities in CUL are far more limited than the possibilities in C++. Also
the interfacing of devices with control units should be counted in the engineering efforts using
CUL. But on the other side the control unit concept performs also a more complicated task: the
(distributed) scheduling task is introduced, it unifies the transport and the cell/line tasks, it is
FMS and layer independent.

It is tried to make the adaptability of the code of the control unit as high as possible by
using the object-oriented paradigm and well documenting the code.

Also the reusability of the code could be important, especially for the scheduler. But because
the scheduler is totally tied up with the order receiving module, the command giving module
and the structure of the domain model, the reusability of the scheduler will be disappointing.
In this thesis the scheduler got a central place, and everything around it is couched in a form
that will simplify the scheduling task. Sometimes, in literature, one proposes a planning FMS
algorithm, with a separate scheduling module. This module is very intelligent, surveys very fast
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all aspects up to the smallest details and processes very fast. It is not astonishing that this
module has not been made yet, and is being left as 'an implementation detail'.(?)

In the design of interfaces with control units, the order receiving module and the command
giving module can be reused very well. This will surely speed up the implementation or adaption
of these interfaces.

5.4 Topics for further research

A lot of algorithms of the control unit could be improved and extended. Also a more user
friendly domain editor could be developed. The control unit could be made ready for the FALC,
for a real test case. All these topics are worth researching for.

After finishing the complete design of the control unit, further research could be conducted
on the broadening of this FMS control unit to general manufacturing systems. If one can succeed
in doing this, the full automated factory comes in sight.

Another interesting issue is the possibility to use control units to simulate complete produc
tion schemes. Then, before buying and grouping the devices, the performance will be known to
the engineers. This prevents bad bargains and will improve a company's decisiveness.
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A Literature search

Although my two predecessors Hong Guang Wang [WAN93] and G. Kunnen [KUN93], who
finished the design of the software for the transport system and the cell/line controller, operated
in the neighborhood of my assignment, I did not have enough information to start at once. Also
the wish to fulfill the most important demands of all concerning disciplines forced me to study
literature first.

The following questions arose:

• What were the results of others in scheduling flexible manufacturing systems?

• Do standard approaches exist?

• Which scheduling algorithms fit in the FALC environment?

• What does the object-oriented approach do to scheduling?

• How can the scheduler be distributed among the different controllers?

• What processing information is needed global and what information is needed local?

The literature search should produce literature with answers to these questions.

A.I Keywords and consulted sources

The following keywords were selected for the search procedure:

English -* Inspec
#1 flexible manufacturing
#2 object-oriented
#3 scheduling
#4 production control
#5 computer aided production planning

Dutch -* VUBIS
#6 flexibele produktie-automatisering
#7 object-georienteerd modelleren
#8 scheduling
#9 produktiebesturing

The keywords have been selected using of the Inspec Thesaurus of 1993 and the keywords
catalog of VUBIS. VUBIS is the integrated online library information system of the Eindhoven
University. The Inspec Classification index of 1992 provides the classes C7480 since 1992 and
C7400 before 1992. With VUBIS and Inspec on disc the following results have been made: (#
= keyword; , = and)
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Inspec 91 Inspec 92 Inspec 93 VUBIS

#1 508 #1 558 #1 116 #6 179
#2 1938 #2 2614 #2 642 #7 60
#3 1765 #3 2230 #3 453 #8 22
#4 1353 #4 1615 #4 285 #9 188

#5 2 #5 11 #5 85 #6,7 1 WAN93
#1,2,3 4 BAR91 #1,2,3 4 TOL91 #1,3,5 3 LOG92 #6,8 2 ZEE89
#2,3,4 8 OLU90 #2,3,4 6 LAS91 #1,2,4,5 1 DEL92 #6,8 BOS92

#2,3,4 BOU91 #6,9 13 BAK289
#2,3,4 HAM91 #8,9 1 WAK93
#1,2,4 5 NOW91
#1,2,4 MOL92

A.2 Citation relations

The snowball method has resulted in the following works: [ADA88], [BAK3 74], [STE86], [MEY88],
[ALB8:1.] and [BIE89]. In figure A.l all references are depicted with their mutual references. The
dashed lines indicate that another work of the same author is mentioned in the reference list,
and the not-dashl:ld lines indicate that the same work is inserted in the reference list.

The science citation index has provided the number of other authors who referred to the
following writers:

86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93
[BAK 74] 7 5 8 11 14 22 19 8
[ALB81] 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
[STE86] 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[STR87] 3 12 10 22 14 15 7
[MEY88] 0 4 12 6 22 5
[TAN88] 26 33 35 34 45 7
IADA88] 0 0 1 2 6 0

A work is included in the references when it met at least one of the following criterions:

• Ideas presented in the work are adopted in my thesis.

• The subject of the work is strongly related to my thesis.

• The work is frequently used as a reference guide.

A.3 Search conclusions

The keywords found with the Inspec Thesaurus and the keywords catalog of VUBIS were tight
enough for a good search result. This is shown by the convergence of the number of hits when
combined search was used.

The citation relations show a strong connection between the selected literature. Some group
ing can be seen: the hierarchical control philosophy with [ALB81] and [BIE89] and the object
oriented paradigm around [MEY88]. The work of [BAK3 74] seems to be a standard work for
scheduling.
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The increasing number of citations of [MEY88] indicates the increasing interest in object
oriented programming.

It is striking that a lot of the articles selected with Inspec have no connection by reference
with other works ([LOG92], [MOL92], [LAS91], [BAR91], [NOW91], [BOU9:1.]). The novelty of
the field of study can be an explanation.

Although flexible manufacturing systems are hardly applied in the Netherlands [BAK2 89],
Dutch researchers are well represented in the literature about its techniques.



B Object-oriented Programming
tools in C++

Object-oriented design is the construction of software systems as collections of classes [MEY88].
A class is a module that represents an abstract data type implementation. A class describes sets
of data structures characterized by common properties. A class contains three kinds of features:
(complex) data type declarations, function declarations and operator declarations. After a class
is defined, an object of that class can be declared. Then, this object is an instance of that class.
A field in an object corresponds to an attribute in the class of which the object is an instance.

If one wishes to use the same variable in different instances of the same class, an attribute
can be declared static. Static attributes exist and retain their values throughout the execution
of the entire program.

If two or more classes have something significant in common, a base class can be made. By
declaration, a specific class can inherit all properties of the base class. When a function of the
base class is defined virtual all descendants can redefine the implementation of such a function.
This possibility is called dynamic binding. Polymorphism is realized by using void*'s and type
converSIOn.

A feature of a class can be declared both public and protected [STR87]. The fields, functions
and operations corresponding to public features present an interface to the users of the class. The
protected fields, functions and operators can only be used by own functions and operators. To
allow non-member functions/operators access to tile protected part, these functions/operators
must be declared friend. C++ also features private besides public and protected; it is wise not
to use this option, because C++ allows no free inheritance of private features.

When certain tasks need to be done after an object is declared (e.g. initialization) or before
an object is removed (e.g. garbage collection), a constructor and a destructor can be defined.
These functions will be called automatically when an object is respectively formed or destroyed.

Standard data structures like linked lists, sets, bags and stacks, can be defined in generic
classes. Generic classes can be constructed with templates. It is possible to make generic classes
with several options and even with different implementations of the same function with the pre
processor commands. When this research started, templates were not available yet and I tried
to construct this function with pre-processor commands. The code for the implementation of a
simple generic list became so large that it seemed better to leave this for a separate research.

C++ also offers operator and function overloading. Overloading is the ability to attach more
than one meaning to a name of a function or an operator. The latter is very interesting in the
combination with generic classes: A generic class can perform assignments (=) or comparisons
«, » without knowing its type. When the type of the arguments is determined with a #define
statement and the wanted operator is overloaded for that type, the generic class can be compiled.

Some rules of thumb to consider while constructing collections of classes are:
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• The definition -. cls and the implementation -. cpp of a class can be made in different
files, but these files should carry the same name with a different extension.

• Every class should communicate with as few others as possible.

• If any two classes communicate at all, they should exchange as little information as possible.

• All features of a class should be protected unless they are needed for the interface.

• Never use the private declarations, for this disables other programmers to use these private
fields in descendants.

• If two classes have something significant in common, make that a base class.

• If two operations or functions perform similar tasks with differently typed objects, then
use overloading.

• If a class of a standard data structure is needed, use the generic class that implements
that data structure.



c Graphical representation of
class-structures

[R0093] proposes a method of graphically representing class- structure and class-relations in
object-oriented applications. This method will be used throughout this thesis for as well design
as documentation of the software. Some terms will differ from the original publication, because
the terminology used by [R0093] is rather Eiffel1 oriented, but this does not spoil the essence
of the method.

This graphical method shows the type-structure of the classes used. With 'type' is meant
all fundamental types (char, short, int, long, float, double, vOid) and all derived types
(array [], pointer, reference&, union, struct, functionO , class). Its all about types not

the about objects. Good structuring and appropriate naming of types will appeal to the human
intuition, so that the object structure becomes conceivable.

Figure C.l: Class-diagram with attributes and functions

The class's main position is granted with a special icon: a grey rectangle (see figure C.l).
In this class attributes are depicted with a white rectangle and functions and operations with
a white oval. A static attribute can be drawn as a rectangle with round corners. All protected
features are enclosed by their class and public features are situated half in-and half outside the

1 Eiffel is an object-oriented programming language developed by [MEY88].
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class. The names of these features are placed in their figures; class names on top of their grey
rectangle.

The relation-icons expose the structure between the classes. These icons are lines with the
following conventions:

• Relations in the sense of being a derivative of a base class or a generic class are indicated
with an arrow in the direction of the origin. Generally the derivative is situated beneath
its origin.

• Amplifying relations have no arrow. Generally the amplification is situated right from the
feature.

• The difference between a relation with a base class and with a generic class is indicated
with the line-style: the generic class relation line is dashed, the base class relation line is
not.

• The difference between an ordinary variable and a parameter/return value can be indicated
with respectively closed and open circles, at the front end. In figure C.2 examples of class
relations are given.

descendant

.-'

int

Figure C.2: Class relations

In most software the abstract data types have an hierarchical structure. This hierarchy is
indicated with a level number. The head classes carry level number 1 and all amplifying classes
carry level number 2. Every new level gets a higher number. Classes also get a sequence number;
the level and the sequence numbers are placed in the upper right corner of the class rectangle,
separated by a point. Generic classes get the label lib at this place, instead of the numbers.



D Layout of C++ programs

Most personal computers can show a text with a width of 78 columns, without shifting the text
horizontally. For editing and print-outs in reports a good convention will be a maximum line
length of 78 characters. Never use a proportional font for print-outs, for identical results on
different printers.

In C it is common to use capitals for constants and precompiler definitions [BAK189] only.
In C++ the default names in generic classes should also be written (partly) in capitals, for these
classes must be renamed in general.

The statements in the compound statement should be indented to show which accolades
belong to one another. Because of the limited text-width, an indenting of more than two spaces
is not functional.

char* inline string: :concat (string s1. string s2)
{

char *s3 = ne~ char[len(s1) + len(s2)];

}

void main (int argc. char *argv [] )
{

int i = 0;
long time1 ;
FILE *fp1.

*fp2;
char c.

*cptr;
time1 = timeO;

}

The declarations of variables should be done in two columns (see example above). Notice
the notation of the *-sign. The parenthesis follows immediately after the function name. A
space behind a parenthesis is not necessary, but a space behind a comma is easy in use; most
editors can jump from word to word. Between if- for- ~hile- and s~itch- statements and the
boolean expression one space is advisable.

Some examples of the layout of flow-control statements follow below:
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if (c -- , a')

{

if (d -- ' a')
{

}

else
{

}

APPENDIX D. LAYOUT OF C++ PROGRAMS

}

else if (c == 'b')
for (p = root; p != NULL; P = p->next)

{

}

else
{

switch (pid = fork())
{

case SYSERROR:
fprintf (stderr, "Yes: forkO error\n", prognarne);
exit(!) ;

case 0:

break;
}

while ((c = getchar()) != EOF)
putchar(c);

}

The example above also shows that most operators are surrounded by spaces. It is advisable
to do this with the binary operators that will be evaluated last.

a = !(pl*ql + p2*q2 + p3*q3 + p4*q4 == ql*rl + q2*r2 + q3*r3 + q4*r4)

Remarks should only be made with I I. Then the 1* and the *1 can be used to comment
out some code for debugging. Do not state the obvious and the comments should not disturb
the layout of the code. The maintainer can read in the manual what the program does; he only
needs to know what the functions of obscure groups of commands are. A modular programming
structure and revealing names are more important than comments. Use always English names
and comments.

In class only the declarations must be given. All functions on the next line after the semi
colon should immediately be defined. The semicolon separates the implementation from the
declarations. The class should always start with the protected part and end with the public
part. The constructor and destructor will be placed at the end of the public part (in this order),
before the friend declarations.
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class date
{

protected:
int month,

day,
year;

public:
void print 0 ;
void set(int, int, int);
void get(int*, int, int);
void nextO;
dateO;

-dateO;
friend void save(date);

}

void date::print()
{

cout « month « "I" « day « "I" « year;
}

In generic classes one better puts the implementation in the class, for saving double #ifdef
statements.

Every file should start with a header which informs the maintainer about its origin. The
header used in this FALC-project is depictured below.

Description:

Module name: xxxxxxxx.CPP

Project name: xxxxxxxx.PRJ

II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II
II

Created:
Author:

Revised:
By:

July 1993
Jeroen Lammertink

Version 1.00

FALC-project

Flexibele Assemblage- en LasCel
Eindhoven University of Technology
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A separate software module should be implemented in two files: the implementation file and
the header file for the interface. The header file should be placed in the include directory and
the implementation file in the source directory. The #include statement of the self made header
files should immediately be followed by the including of the standard header files «stdio .h>.
<stream.h» at the beginning of the source file. In the header files one should prevent #include
statements, in order not to compile unnecessary include files. Including files in header files also
obscures the structure of the total project and it is hard to find where functions are defined.

The names of the files should be chosen with care. When a project is started a good project
name must be thought of. This name must be given to the project file (-. prj) and to the part
of code that contains the procedure mainO (-. cpp). All source files get the extension. cpp. All
- . cpp files can be compiled separately. A header file contains the declaration of the interfaces
between modules. A header file is named after the source file in which the declarations are defined
and gets the extension .h. Class files, which only contain the declaration of (a) class(es), and
are no interface between modules, should be named after the (most important) class, and carry
the extension .cIs. The names of generic files are named in the same way as class files, with
the difference that the extension will be .gen. These generic files can be placed in a separate
directory generic.



E The parser

The function of the parser is translating the model description file into objects that refer to one
another. A user-friendly and consistent language is important to realize the flexibility that was
aimed for in this report. The parser of the Model class is a rather complex module. It falls apart
in three pieces: the ixscanner, the context checker and the parser. Every part is developed with
the techniques described in [HEM92].

E.1 The scanner

The scanner uses the nextchO procedure from the inout module to read every next ASCII
character. This procedure filters out all undesired characters. When such a character appears
an error message will show up. The following characters are allowed:
LF char(OA) line feed
HT char(09) horizontal tab; this character will be interpreted as a space
SP char(20) space
EOF char(FF) end of file
o.. , 9 digit
a ... z letters
A••• Z capitals

all foreign ASClI-characters
underscore

, , I .
<){}<>[]
= + - &: ->

II # $ Yo ' * <D

punctuation marks
braces
operators
identifier prefixes

Spaces, tabs and line feeds can be placed anywhere, but an identifier cannot be broken by
one of these separators. The comments can be placed in the same way as in the C and C++
programming language. The characters 1* start a comment that terminates with the characters
*1. This is most useful for multiline comments and for editing out code, but note that 1* *1
comments do not nest. The characters II start a comment that terminates at the end of the
line on which they occur. This is most useful for short comments.

The scanner reads groups of characters and offers them as a token to the parser. When an
identifier is used the variable identifier contains its name. For tokens that can be recognized
by the scanner see table E.!. An identifier is a string of digits, letters, capitals, foreign characters
and/or underscores. The maximum length of the identifier is given in the constant idlength.

The first seven tokens are the reserved words, they all have a name of the form Rl¥..sym.
Most tokens contain of two letter abbreviations. Table E.2 shows their meaning.
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Table E.l: Tokens and their regular expression

Token Regular expression Token Regular expression
RWCUsym ControlUnit NXsym >
RWRTsym ResourceTypes PLlsym &;

RWCHsym Children PL2syn I
RWPTsym Parameters ALlsym +
RWOTsym OperationTypes AL2sym -
RWSGsym SubOFGs ARROWsym ->
RWOGsym OFGs ISsym =
CUsym (Qidentifier SCOLONsym ;
RTsym # identifier COLONsym :
RSsym $identifier COMMAsym ,
PTsym Yo identifier LPARsym (

OTsym ! identifier RPARsym )

SGsym II identifier LACCsym {
OGsym I identifier RACCsym }
OPsym *identifier LBRAC]( ]

ADsym <identifier> RBRAC]( [

PAsym identifier POINTsym
EOFsym char(FF)

Table E.2: Abbreviations used in the parser

C U Control unit P A
RT Resource type OT
RS Resource S G
CH Child OG
PT Parameter type 0 P

Parameter
Operation type
Sub OFG
OFG
Operation

AD
NX
PL
AL

Address
Next
Parallel
Alternative
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E.2 The context checker
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The context checker is implemented in the module context. It contains three types of proce
dures: new- check-, and fill- procedures. The new- procedures add new identifiers to a temporary
list, after checking the context conditions. The check- procedures check whether an identifier is
declared. Often these procedures leave a pointer to the object associated with that identifier,
because a new object must refer to it. The fill- procedures count the number of elements in the
temporary list, create a static list in the model class at the concerning attribute and fill this
array with the elements of the temporary list. The temporary list is left empty. Here follows a
short description of all context procedures:

• newCU gives the control unit a name. This name is placed in the name field of the model
class.

• newDL sets the detail limit (number between 1 and 7).

• newCT sets the number of clock ticks of one cycle (number between 4 and 20).

• newRT a new resource type object (Restype) is created with the given name.

• newRS a new Resource object is created and associated with the last declared resource
type.

• fillRTs all declared resources and resource types are placed in the model class in the fields
resources! and restypes.

• newCH a new child is declared. An error message will appear when the name is already
used for an other child or for this control unit.

• newAD a new MAP-address is given to the last declared child.

• checkRS a resource is associated with the last declared child. If this resource does not
exist or this resource is already associated with another child an error occurs.

• fillCHs the children field of the model class is filled with all declared children. Not all
resources have to be associated with a certain child. The resources2 list is filled with all
resources which are associated with a child.

• newPT A new parameter type is created.

• newPA A new parameter is added to the last declared parameter type.

• fillPAs The parameters are connected to their parameter type.

• fillPTsl The parameter types are placed in the domain model under the field paratypes.

• checkRT A pointer is left to point at a resource type, to connect it with a new operation
type.

• newOT the object of a new operation type is created.

• newNU the time an operation takes is expressed in a number between 1 and 255. newNU
reads this number with a syntax check and places it in the latest defined operation type.

• checkPT The pointers to parameter types that belong to an operation type are gathered
with the checkPT function.
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• fillPTs2 The pointers to parameter types are connected to the operation type in the field
paratypes.

• filLOTs All defined operation types are placed in the domain model under the field opertypes.

• newSG A new sub-operation flow graph is created.

• checkOT A pointer is left to the operation type with the right name.

• newOP If this is the first operation of a OFG or sub-OFG a new operation is created.
Otherwise the concerning operation had to be mentioned before with a >, &: or + operator.
A pointer is left to this operation.

• newNX The concerning operation is connected to the declared operation as a next.

• newPLl The concerning operation is connected to the declared operation as a parallel with
equal starting times.

• newPL2 The concerning operation is connected to the declared operation as a parallel with
equal end times.

• newALl The concerning operation is connected to the declared operation as an alternative
with equal starting times.

• newAL2 The concerning operation is connected to the declared operation as an alternative
with equal end times.

• filLOPs Whether all mentioned operations are also declared is the only check done. But
the temporary list is cleared.

• fillSGs All declared sub-graphs are placed in the subOFGs field of the domain model.

• checkSG A pointer is left to the sub-OFG with the right name.

• newOG A new OFG object is created.

• checkPT2 The existence of this parameter type is checked.

• checkPA The existence of this parameter is checked and the name of this parameter is
concatenated to the name of the OFG.

• fillPAs2 A check about the uniqueness of the name of the OFG and its parameters is done.

• fillPTs3 The parameter types are connected to the OFG.

• filLOGs All declared operation graphs are placed in the domain model in the array OFGs.

Because of the use of prefixes before the identifiers the programmer can use identical names
for different purposes. This is very important in two cases: 1) a certain declaration is the
only one of its type and it is not interesting at all to give this declaration a type; 2) although
parameter types are always different, the parameters themselves are often expressed in similar
terms. This implicates that parameters can carry the same name when both have a different
parameter type.
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E.3 The parser

In this section the recursive descent parsing procedures are given. All non-terminals and context
procedure calls are edited in italics. The context procedure calls are surrounded by parenthesis.
The terminals are edited as in table E.!. The production rules follow next:

PTdec

PTdec1

OGdec2

parse
CUdec

OGdec
oGdec1

oTdec3
SGdec

oGdec3
OGdec4

PTdec2
oTdec
oTdecl
oTdec2

-+ CUdec RTdec CHdec PTdec OTdec SGdec OGdec POINTsym EOFsym
-+ RWCUsym CUsym (newCU) LBRACJ(sym PAsym (newDL) COMMAsym

PAsym (newCT) RBRACJ(sym SCOLONsym
-+ RWRTsym RTdec1 {RTdec1} (fillRTs)
-+ RTsym (newRT) ARROWsym RSsym (newRS)

{COMMAsym RSsym (newRS)} SCOLONsym
-+ RWC H sym CHdec1 {CHdec1} (fillCHs)
-+ CUsym (newCH) ADsym (newAD) ARROWsym RSsym (checkRS)

{COMMAsym RSsym (checkRS)} SCOLONsym
-+ skip
-+ RWPTsym PTdec1 {PTdec1}
-+ PTsym (newPT) PTdec2 (fillPAs) SCOLONsym
-+ PTsym (newPT) (fillPAs) SCOLONsym
-+ ARROWsym PAsym (newPA) {COMMAsym PAsym (newPA)}
-+ RWOTsym OTdec1 {OTdec1} (fillOTs)
-+ RTsym (checkRT) COLONsym OTdec2 {COMMAsym OTdec2} SCOLONsym
-+ OTsym (newOT) LBRACJ(sym PAsym (newNU) OTdec3 RBRACJ(sym (fillPTs2)
-+ OTsym (newOT) LBRACJ(sym oTdec3 RBRACJ(sym (fillPTs2)
-+ {COMMAsym PTsym (checkPT)}
-+ skip

-+ RWSGsym SGdec1 {SGdec1} (fillSGs)
SGdec1 -+ SGsym (newSG) LBRACEsym {SGdec2} RBRACEsym (fillOPs)
SGdec2 -+ OTsym (checkOT) COLONsym OPsym (newOP) {GRAPHdec} SCOLONsym
GRAPHdec -+ NXsym OPsym (newNX)

-+ PLlsym OPsym (newPL1)
-+ PL2sym OPsym (newPL2)
-+ ALlsym OPsym (newAL1)
-+ AL2sym OPsym (newAL2)
-+ RWOGsym OGdec1 {OGdec1} (fillOGs)
-+ OGsym (newOG) LBRACJ(sym OGdec2 SCOLONsym OGdec3 RBRACJ(sym

(fillPTs3) LBRACEsym {OGdec4} RBRACEsym (fillOPs)
-+ OGsym (newOG) LBRACJ(sym SCOLONsym OGdec3 RBRACJ(sym

(fillPTs3) LBRACEsym {OGdec4} RBRACEsym (fillOPs)
-+ OGsym (newOG) LBRACJ( sym OGdec2 SCO LO N sym RBRACJ(sym

(fillPTs3) LBRACEsym {OGdec4} RBRACEsym (fillOPs)
-+ OGsym (newOG) LBRACJ(sym SCOLONsym RBRACJ(sym

(fillPTs3) LBRACEsym {OGdec4} RBRACEsym (fillOPs)
-+ PTsym (checkPT2) ISsym PAsym (checkPA)

{COMM Asym PTsym (checkPT2) ISsym PAsym (checkPA)}
-+ PTsym (checkPT) {COMMAsym PTsym (checkPT)}
-+ SGsym (checkSG) COLONsym OPsym (newOP) {GRAPHdec} SCOLONsym
-+ OTsym (checkOT) COLONsym OPsym (newOP) {GRAPHdec} SCOLONsym

CHdec
CHdec1

RTdec
RTdec1
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F.1 Lexical conventions

CUL is the abbreviation of Control Unit Language, and this language enables the programmer
to model the domain of (a part of) a FMS.

There are four classes of tokens: reserved words, identifiers, operators and separators.
Blanks, tabs, new-lines, and comments are ignored except when they serve to separate tokens.
The characters 1* start a comment, which terminates with the characters *1. These comments
do not nest. The characters I I start a comment, which terminates at the end of the line they
occur on.

The reserved words are:

ControlUnit
ResourceTypes
Children
Parameters
OperationTypes
SubOFGs
OFGs

These words are announcements of a set of declarations. All with exception of the words
Parameters and SubOFGs must be present in the code. The order in which they appear is
given above.

The identifiers all start with a symbol, the parameters excepted. In this way these identifiers
are very recognizable and even equal names for identifiers with a different prefixes are allowed.
The identifiers are strings ofletters (including capitals and letters with accent-marks) and digits.
An identifier can also start with a digit. The following prefixes are used:

@ = Control unit identifier prefix
# = Resource type identifier prefix
$ = Resource identifier prefix
Yo = Parameter type identifier prefix

= Parameter identifier prefix (no prefix)
= Operation type identifier prefix

1\ = Sub-OFG identifier prefix
, = OFG identifier prefix
* = Operation identifier prefix
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Table F.l: The detail limit declaration

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Detail interval
[0 1]
[0 3]
[0 7]

[0 15]
[0 31]
[0 63]

[0 127]

Table F .2: The clock ticks declaration

Number
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Unit (in hours)

4°196

2°148

lOi4
5p
2~6

12
1
8

6
1
4

3l
ly
}
t
"2
1
2
4
8

16

Scope (in hours)

ly
}
t
"2
1
2
4
8

16
32
64

128
256
512

1024
2048
4096

F.2 The control unit declaration

Every domain model starts with the statement:

ControlUnit (Qidentifier[detaillimit. clockticks] ;.

The Control unit identifier gives a name to this control unit. The detail limit and the clock ticks
are numbers. The interpretation of these numbers can be found in table F.l and table F.2.

F.3 The resource types declaration

The control unit language allows the declaration of different resource types. In this section
opening with ResourceTypes all resources are declared implicit. A declaration will look like
this:
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ResourceTypes
# identifier-> $identifier. $identifier. $identifier;
# identifier- > $ identifier;
etc.

67

The resource type identifier gives a name to the group of totally exchangeable resources. All
resources and resource types that will be used in this domain model must be declared in this
section.

F .4 The child declaration

The declaration of children (subordinate control units) is rather similar to the resource types
declaration. A control unit identifier followed by the network address of this unit (in < »
collects a sub-set of the resources declared earlier. Not all declared resources need to be linked
to a child, but a resource can only be connected with one child.

Children
~ identifier< identifier> - > $em identifier. $ identifier. $ identifier;
~ identifier< identifier> - > $em identifier;
etc.

The resource identifier can be of any type; if a child has more than one resource of the same
type, a parameter with a number will distinguish these resources in the command that will be
send to the child.

F .5 The parameter declaration

The parameter declaration allows the declaration of both the OFG specifying parameters as the
pass on parameter. Both are shown in the following example:

Parameters
'I. identifier- > identifier. identifier, identifiertt;
'l.identifier;
etc.

The first declaration is the declaration of an OFG specifying parameter type with three possible
parameters. The second is a pass on parameter type declaration.

F.6 The operation type declaration

The operation types are grouped after resource type. Between the parenthesis the duration of
the operation can be declared and the pass on parameters. If the operation type is meant to be
elastic, no duration should be declared.

OperationTypes
#identifier: ! identifier( integer. 'I. identifier). ! identifier( , 'l.identifier);
# identifier: ! identifierO ;
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operator
>
&;

I
+
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Table F .3: The connection operators
function
sequence (is followed by ... )
parallel 1 (has equal starting time as ... )
parallel 2 (has equal end time as ... )
alternative 1 (has an here starting alternative )
alternative 2 (has an here ending alternative )

etc.
First a non elastic operation type is declared with one parameter. The elastic operation type
with one parameters is declared for the same resource type. The last operation type is elastic,
has no parameters, and is meant for another resource type.

F.7 The sub-OFG declaration

The task of the sub-OFG declaration is to connect operations into a graph. In table F.3 all
operators used are summarized, the syntax is given next:

SubOFGs II identifier
{
! identifier:
! identifier:
! identifier:
! identifier:
etc.
}
etc.

*identifier operator* identifier;
*identifier operator* identifier operator* identifier operator* identifier;
*identifier;
*identifier;

The first operation is connected to one other operation, the second to three other operations,
and the latter two have no connections. These operations probably were connected in the earlier
declarations.

F.8 The OFG declaration

The OFG declaration is very similar to the sub-OFG declaration. The only difference is the
parameter part. First the OFG specifying parameters need to be declared and the pass on
parameters are mentioned. In the following lines one of each is declared.

OFGs II identifier('1. identifier)
{
! identifier:
! identifier:
! identifier:

*identifier operator* identifier;
*identifier opera tOr* identifier operator* identifier operator* identifier;
* identifier;



G The FALC

G.! FALC's history

The FALC (in Dutch: Flexibele Assemblage- en LasCel) is a flexible assembly and welding
cell. The cell was developed at the Eindhoven University of Technology by the departments
Electrical Engineering and Mechanical Engineering in cooperation with the TN 0-TUE institute
IPL, the Philips CFT/CAM-Centre, DAF Trucks B.V. and the 'Lighting Division' of the N.V.
Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken. Research and development concerning the FALC started in 1987
as part of a national stimulation project for computer science research (SPIN). In December
1991 the SPIN-project officially came to an end. At that moment a good basis for an unmanned
cell had been achieved, but the controlling part was found to be to unflexible. To improve
the reconfigurability, the modifiability and fault-tolerance the department of Mathematics and
Computing Science was asked to help with further development of the controlling part in the
beginning of 1992. This department introduced the object-oriented approach.

G.2 The configuration

The FALC contains three workstations. Workstation 2 (W2) is the load and assembly station,
and is situated on one of the main tracks (see figure G.l). Here the manufacture parts will
be placed and fixed. At this moment no real robot is installed, but for research purposes we
imagine one. In the future, or at least in our minds, the fix/load robot computer (RCM) will
be connected with the fix/load controller, which in turn is connected to the MAP network (see
figure G.2).

The welding station (W3) is not imaginary. This station has a robot, a manipulator and a
welding aggregate. The configuration is designed for joint welding. This accurate task is fully
automated with robot programs for the RCM (Robot Control Unit), and these programs can
be started by the welding controller. The welding controller is connected to the RCM with its
RS-232 interface. This controller is implemented on a PC (AT-286) and is connected to the
MAP-network.

Workstation (WI) is meant to be used for unloading and unfixing purposes. Here output
and quality inspection of produced manufactures take place. This workstation is situated on the
other main track. Also this station is still imaginary. The stops in the transportation system
are already made, and also a connector which can open and close fixtures is finished, but the
unloading task is still not fully automated.

The transportation system consists of two main tracks and one side track. The chains of the
two main tracks are always kept moving in the direction as indicated in figure G.l. The side
track can move in both directions. Pallets are directly on the track and are moved by the chains.
Stoppers can keep a pallet on particular positions. The extra location on the side track can be
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used as a buffer. All actuators are controlled by a PLC (Programmable Logic Controller), which
in turn is controlled by a PC (AT-286). The connection between the PC and the PLC is made
with a 16 bits i/o gate. For the description of this interface see appendix I on page 85.

The cell/line controller is implemented on a AT-386 and has the task to control all devices.
It can send messages through the MAP-network to all its subordinates.
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H The FALC program

The following programmes are made for the FALC. For information about FALC see appendix G
on page 71. All code is in Control Unit Language (CUL). For a reference manual of CUL see
appendix F, page 65. In chapter 4 parts of this code are explained.

The first program is the least complicated one. Only one pallet can be moved in this system.
The transport unit is supposed to transform commands like WLW2 into PLC-commands (see
appendix I, page 85 for the PLC-interface). The second program models also the transport
system, including alternative routes. The model is improved, it allows the extension of 2 or
more pallets, but the PLC-interface will be more complicated. In the third program the unit
allows three pallets and a queue of pallets on track6. The commands for the PLC are improved.
This version is supposed to be satisfactory to the FALC.

H.I FALC program without transport model

ControlUnit
@FALC[4, 5]; // detail scope = 16/256, unit = 1/2048 hour

ResourceTypes
#welding ->
#fix ->
#unfix ->
#pallet ->

Children
@W3
@W2
@W1
@transport

Parameters
'l.demo_real;
'l.type

$welding_station;
$fix_station;
$unfix_station;
$pallet1 ;

<> -> $welding_station;
<> -> $fix_station;
<> -> $unfix_station;
<> -> $pallet1 ;

-> 10, 15;

OperationTypes
#welding: !welding10(100, 'l.demo_real), !welding15(150, 'l.demo_real);

#fix: !fix10(25, 'l.demo_real), !fix15(25, 'l.demo_real);
#unfix: !unfix10(25, 'l.demo_real), !unfix15(25, 'l.demo_real);
#pallet: !W2_W3(17), !W3_W1(23), !W1_W2(17),
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OFGs
'welding(y'type = 10; y'demo_real)
{

!fix10: *fix ) *wait2;
!wait_W2: *wait2 ) *W2_W3;
!W2_W3: *W2_W3 ) *weld;
!welding10: *weld ) *wait3 ;
!wait_W3: *wait3 ) *W3_W1 ;
!W3_W1: *W3_W1 ) *wait1 ;
!wait_W1 : *wait1 ) *unfix;
!unfix10: *unfix ) *return_p;
!W1_W2: *return_p

}

'welding(y'type = 15; Y.demo_real)
{

!fix15: *fix ) *wait2;
!wait_W2: *wait2 ) *W2_W3;
!W2_W3: *W2_W3 ) *weld;
!welding15: *weld ) *wait3;
!wait_W3: *wait3 ) *W3_W1;
!W3_W1: *W3_W1 ) *wait1 ;
!wait_W1: *wait1 ) *unfix;
!unfix15: *unfix ) *return_p;
!W1_W2: *return_p

}

H.2 FALC program with transport model

ControlUnit
@FALC[4, 5]; // detail scope = 16/256, unit = 1/2048 hour

ResourceTypes
#welding -) $welding_station;
#fix -) $fix_station;
#unfix -) $unfix_station;
#buffer -) $buffer;
#pallet -) $pallet1;
#track1 -) $track1;
#track2 -) $track2;
#track3 -) $track3;
#track4 -) $track4;
#track5 -) $track5;
#track6 -) $track6;
#fork1 -) $fork1;
#fork2 -) $fork2;
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Children
lOW3
lDW2
lOW 1
lDtransport

Parameters
%demo_real;
%type

<> -> $welding_station;
<> -> $fix_station;
<> -> $unfix_station;
<> -> $palletl;

-> 10, 15;

#fix:

#unfix:

#buffer:
#pallet:
#trackl :
#track2:
#track3:
#track4:
#track5:
#track6:
#forkl:
#fork2:

OperationTypes
#welding: !weldingl0(100. %demo_real). !welding15(150. %demo_real),

!wai t_W30 ;
!fixl0(25, %demo_real), !fix15(25, %demo_real),
!wait_W20;
!unfixl0(25, %demo_real), !unfix15(25, %demo_real),
!wait_Wl0;
!wait_Bl0;
!PalletO;
!trackl (2) ;
!track2(2);
!track3(5);
!track4(2);
!track5(8) ;
!track6(17) ;
!fork1(4) ;
!fork2(4);

SubOFGs
"fixl0
{

!fixl0:
!wait_W2:
!Pallet:

}

"fix15
{

!fix15:
!wait_W2:
!Pallet:

}

"unfixl0
{

*fix
*wait
*Pallet;

*fix
*wait
*Pallet;

& *Pallet > *wait;
I *Pallet;

& *Pallet > *wait;
I *Pallet;

!unfixl0:
!Pallet:

}

"unfix15
{

*unfix & *Pallet I *Pallet;
*Pallet;
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!unfix15: *unfix Ii. *Pallet I *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"welding10
{

!welding10: *welding Ii. *Pallet > *wait;
!wait_W3: *wait I *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"welding15
{

!welding15: *welding Ii. *Pallet > *wait;
!wait_W3: *wait I *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"W2_W3
{

!track1 : *track1 Ii. *Pallet > *fork1;
!fork1 : *fork1 > *track2;
!track2: *track2 > *fork2;
!fork2: *fork2 > *track3;
!track3: *track3 > *wait;
!wait_W3: *wait *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"W2_B1
{

!track1 : *track1 Ii. *Pallet > *fork1 ;
!fork1 : *fork1 > *track2;
!track2: *track2 > *fork2;
!fork2: *fork2 > *track4;
!track4: *track4 > *wait;
!wait_B1: *wait *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"B1_W3
{

!track4: *track4 Ii. *Pallet > *fork2;
!fork2: *fork2 > *track3;
!track3: *track3 > *wait;
!wait_W3: *wait *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"W3_W1
{

!track3: *track3 Ii. *Pallet > *fork2;
!fork2: *fork2 > *track2;
!track2: *track2 > *fork1 ;
!fork1 : *fork1 > *track5;
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!track5: *track5 > *wait;
!wait_W1 : *wait *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"W3_B1
{

!track3: *track3 &: *Pallet > *fork2;
!fork2: *fork2 > *track4;
!track4: *track4 > *wait;
!wait_B1: *wait I *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"B1_W1
{

!track4: *track4 &: *Pallet > *fork2;
!fork2: *fork2 > *track2;
!track2: *track2 > *fork1;
!fork1 : *fork1 > *track5;
!track5: *track5 > *wait;
!wait_W1: *wait *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"W1_W2
{

!track6: *track6 &: *Pallet I *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

OFGs
'welding(%type = 10; Y,demo_real)
{

"fix10: *fix > *W2_W3;
"W2_W3: *W2_W3 + *W2_B1 - *B1_W3 > *weld;
"W2_B1: *W2_B1 > *B1_W3;
"B1_W3: *B1_W3;
"welding10: *weld > *W3_W1 ;
"W3_W1: *W3_W1 + *W3_B1 - *B1_W1 > *unfix;
"W3_B1 : *W3_B1 > *B1_W1;
"B1_W1: *B1_W1;
"unfix10: *unfix > *return_p;
"W1_W2: *return_p

}

'welding(%type = 15; %demo_real)
{

"fix15: *fix > *W2_W3;
"W2_W3: *W2_W3 + *W2_B1 - *B1_W3 > *weld;
"W2_B1 : *W2_B1 > *B1_W3;
"B1_W3: *B1_W3;
"welding15: *weld > *W3_W1;

79
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}

"W3_Wl :
"W3_Bl :
"Bl_Wl:
"unfix15:
"Wl_W2:

*W3_Wl
*W3_Bl
*Bl_Wl;
*unfix
*return_p

+ *W3_Bl - *Bl_Wl
> *Bl_Wl;

> *return_p;

> *unfix;

H.3 FALC program with PLC adaption

ControlUnit
~FALC[4, 5]; // detail scope = 16/256, unit = 1/2048 hour

ResourceTypes
#welding -> $welding_station;
#fix -> $fix_station;
#unfix -> $unfix_station;
#buffer -> $buffer;
#pallet -> $palletl, $pallet2, $pallet3;
#trackl -> $trackl;
#track2 -> $track2;
#track3 -> $track3;
#track4 -> $track4;
#track5 -> $track5;
#track6 -> $track6_1, $track6_2, $track6_3;
#forkl -> $forkl;
#fork2 -> $fork2;

Children
<aW3
<aW2
<aWl
<atransport

Parameters
%demo_real;
%type

<> -> $welding_station;
<> -> $fix_station;
<> -> $unfix_station;
<> -> $palletl, $pallet2, $pallet3;

-> 10, 15;

#fix:

#unfix:

#buffer:
#pallet:

OperationTypes
#welding: !weldingl0(100, %demo_real), !welding15(150, %demo_real),

!wait_W30;
!fixl0(25, %demo_real), !fix15(25, %demo_real),
!wait_W20;
!unfixl0(25, %demo_real), !unfix15(25, %demo_real),
!wait_Wl0;
!wait_Bl0;
!PalletO, !P_W2_W30, !P_W2_Bl0, !P_Bl_W30,
!P_W3_Wl(), !P_W3_Bl(), !P_Bl_Wl(), !P_Wl_W2();
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#track1 : !track1(2) :
#track2: !track2(2):
#track3: !track3(5):
#track4: !track4(2);
#track5: !track5(S):
#track6: !track6(17) :
#fork1 : !fork1(4) ;
#fork2: !fork2(4):

SubOFGs
"fix10
{

!fix10: *fix & *Pallet > *wait:
!wait_W2: *wait I *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"fix15
{

!fix15: *fix & *Pallet > *wait:
!wait_W2: *wait I *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet:

}

"unfix10
{

!unfix10: *unfix & *Pallet I *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"unfix15
{

!unfix15: *unfix & *Pallet I *Pallet:
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"welding10
{

!welding10: *welding & *Pallet > *wait:
!wait_W3: *wait I *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet:

}

"welding15
{

!welding15: *welding & *Pallet > *wait:
!wait_W3: *wait I *Pallet;
!Pallet: *Pallet;

}

"W2_W3
{

!track1 : *track1 & *Pallet > *fork1 :
!fork1 : *fork1 > *track2;
!track2: *track2 > *fork2:
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!fork2: *fork2 > *track3;
!track3: *track3 > *wait;
!wait_W3: *wait I *Pallet;
!P_W2_W3: *Pallet;

}

"W2_B1
{

!track1: *track1 81; *Pallet > *fork1 ;
!fork1 : *fork1 > *track2;
!track2: *track2 > *fork2;
!fork2: *fork2 > *track4;
!track4: *track4 > *wait;
!wait_B1: *wait *Pallet;
!P_W2_B1: *Pallet;

}

"B1_W3
{

!track4: *track4 81; *Pallet > *fork2;
!fork2: *fork2 > *track3;
!track3: *track3 > *wait;
!wait_W3: *wait *Pallet;
!P_B1_W3: *Pallet;

}

"W3_W1
{

!track3: *track3 81; *Pallet > *fork2;
!fork2: *fork2 > *track2;
!track2: *track2 > *fork1 ;
!fork1: *fork1 > *trackS;
!trackS: *trackS > *wait;
!wait_W1: *wait *Pallet;
!P_W3_W1: *Pallet;

}

"W3_B1
{

!track3: *track3 81; *Pallet > *fork2;
!fork2: *fork2 > *track4;
!track4: *track4 > *wait;
!wait_B1: *wait I *Pallet;
!P_W3_B1: *Pallet;

}

"B1_W1
{

!track4: *track4 81; *Pallet > *fork2;
!fork2: *fork2 > *track2;
!track2: *track2 > *fork1 ;
!fork1 : *fork1 > *trackS;
!trackS: *trackS > *wait;
!wait_W1: *wait I *Pallet;
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}

"WLW2
{

!track6:
!P_WLW2:

}

OFGs
'welding('lotype
{

"fix10:
"W2_W3:
"W2_B1:
"B1_W3:
"welding10:
"W3_W1:
"W3_B1:
"B1_W1:
"unfix10:
"W1_W2:

}

'welding('lotype
{

"fix15:
"W2_W3:
"W2_B1:
"B1_W3:
"welding15:
"W3_W1:
"W3_B1:
"B1_W1:
"unfix15:
"W1_W2:

}

*Pallet;

*track6 & *Pallet I *Pallet;
*Pallet;

= 10; 'lodemo_real)

*fix > *W2_W3;
*W2_W3 + *W2_B1 - *B1_W3 > *weld;
*W2_B1 > *BLW3;
*B1_W3;
*weld > *W3_W1;
*W3_W1 + *W3_B1 - *BLW1 > *unfix;
*W3_B1 > *B1_W1;
*B1_W1;
*unfix > *return_p;
*return_p

= 15; 'lodemo_real)

*fix > *W2_W3;
*W2_W3 + *W2_B1 - *B1_W3 > *weld;
*W2_B1 > *BLW3;
*B1_W3;
*weld > *W3_W1;
*W3_W1 + *W3_B1 - *B1_W1 > *unfix;
*W3_Bl > *B1_W1;
*B1_W1;
*unfix > *return_p;
*return_p
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The class pIc is meant to replace the routines made by O.P. den Uyl for the control of the PLC
with a personal computer. Conceptually the class presented here features the same functions,
but a few changes are made:

• pIc is a class according to the object-oriented paradigm;

• the functions defined here are shorter, run faster and compile easier;

• the functions presented here print no information on the screen;

• pIc is written in turbo C++ and the routines made by O.P. den Uyl are written in
Microsoft C.

The public functions of the class pIc are:
void setbitaO make bit a high, 1 ~ a ~ 16
void setallbits 0 make all bits high
void resetbitaO make bit a low, 1 ~ a ~ 16
void resetallbitsO make all bits low
char getbita 0 return value of input bit a, 1 ~ a ~ 16

The functions of the bits are shown in table 1.1. The input function 'Transport Busy' and
'PC Control' check respectively whether the transport system is active with a certain task, and
whether the PLC has a connection with the personal computer ILAM90].

Table 1.1: Workstation transport functions of the bits of the I/O card

Bit Input Function Output Function Bit Input Function Output Function
1 D Active Line A 9 P5 Occupied Line L
2 EJKL Active Line D 10 P3 Occupied Station 1
3 F Active Line E 11 Not Used Station 2
4 H Active Line F 12 WI Busy Station 3
5 G Active Line G 13 W2 Busy Not Used
6 P4 Occupied Line H 14 W3 Busy Not Used
7 P6 Occupied Line J 15 Transport Busy Not Used
8 P2 Occupied Line K 16 PC control Not Used



J Glossary

Abstract resource: Resources not related to a child of the control unit. With abstract re
sources one can implement constraints which are not related to real resources.

Base class: When certain classes inherit properties of another class, the latter is called the
base class of the former classes.

CAM: Computer Aided Manufacturing.

CIM: Computer Integrated Manufacturing.

Constructor: A function of a class, that is called automatically when an object is created.

Destructor: A function of a class, that is called automatically when an object is deleted.

Dispatching: A dispatching procedure issues statements (commands) indicating the operation
that should be started next on a workstation.

Domain model: In the domain model a representation of the work environment is given. The
domain model is a separate module with a standardized format. With an adaption module
the automation expert can bring the domain model into line with the real environment.
Only then the software of a workstation, a workcell or a shop can work properly.

FALC: Flexible assembly and welding cell (in Dutch: Flexibele Assemblage- en LasCel).

FMS: Flexible Manufacturing System.

Generic class: A multi-purpose re-usable class, which can be included more than once in a
program, and which is generally enough for a class of applications.

Instance: An object is an instance of a class, when this object is declared with the type
specification of that class.

JIT: Just In Time. JIT-scheduling is a form of distributed scheduling in which for all sub
processes a due completion time is scheduled. The local schedulers of these sub-processes
must try to deliver exactly at the given time, no sooner and certainly no later.

Latitude: Latitude is unused space in a schedule. In general a schedule is not completely tight.
The latitude of a detailed schedule of the superior control unit can be used to relax the
lower schedule. Unlike slack, latitude can be claimed by all fellow controllers.

MAP: Manufacturing Automation Protocol. MAP is a local area network developed by General
Motors. MAP uses a token-bus and has an upper limit for the transmission time. That
is why it is widely used in manufacturing systems. MAP follows the 150-051 reference
model and is standardized: IEEE 802.4.
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MMS: Manufacturing Message Specification.

OFG: Operation Flow Graph. This graph relates an order with a set of operations. These op
erations must be performed sequentially, parallel with other operations or as an alternative
of other operations.

Operation: A set of tasks, processes or movements that form a unity from the point of view
of the scheduler.

PLC: Programmable Logic Controller.

Resource: Anything that may be necessary for production, such as: machines, operators,
fixtures, tools and conveyer belts.

Schedule: Operation sequence specifying when an operation takes place, and on which re
sources.

Scheduling: The term scheduling is used for all activities that decide when an operation should
be performed, and on which resources.

Slack: Slack is extra space in a schedule to intercept disturbances and fluctuations. Unlike
latitude, slack is incorporated in the initial order.
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